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y ^Princeton Will Be
ecca For Music
.overs Saturday
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Princeton will be the Mecca for music lovers of this
ction of western Kentucky Saturday when the celebrated
puisville Philharmonic Orchestra comes here for two conerts . . . and plans are being perfected today to welcome
he 45 musicians, to entertain them and other groups comng here for what is expected to be the finest and most arjstic treat in symphony the community has had in years,
Iponsors said.
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Homes To Be O p e n e d To Philharmonic Orchestra
Members And Guests Coming For Concert;
Sponsors To Entertain At Country Club; Tickets
Are Still Available
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Butler's band will greet the big
rchestra at the depot, K. V.
[Jrvant, director, said, as will
epresentatives of local sponsorng organizations, and the mbsilians will be entertained at the
fountry Club for lunch and at
Henrietta Hotel for dinner.
Residents plan to hold open
bouse at their homes and to
jke members of the orchestra
their cars to points of interest
the town and vicinity during
heir stay here, Mrs. J. J. Rosathal, chairman of the enterBinment committee, said.
Group6 of music enthusiasts
^om Hopkinsville, Marion, CadDawson Springs, MadisonvilEddyville and Kuttawa have
Bade ticket reservations for the
light concert, and numbers of
bese will be guests in Princeton
lomes during the afternoon and
light.

Awards To Be Made For
Agricultural Accomplishments Friday Night

Caldwell county leaders in
farm and home practices will receive honors and awards Friday
night when Princeton Kiwanians
hold their 1947 annual Farm and
Home banquet at 6:30 o'clock in
the Henrietta Hotel dining room.
The four winners of the Farm
and Home Improvtment Contest
will receive Savings Bond awards
of $50 and $25, donated by the
First National and Farmers National hanks. R. P. Farlow, agriculture agent of the Illinois Central Railroad, will present the
awards.
The outstanding 4-H Club boy
and girl in the county and the
outstanding FFA boy and Home
Economics girl of Butler High
School and Fredonia High School,
chosen by teachers, will receive
recognition and awards.
L. B. Ferguson, district essay
winner of the State-wide Save
the Soil contest, sponsored by the
Courier-Journal, will be a guest
of the club.
Other guests will be Mis6 Mary
D. Hodge, Butler High School
home economics teacher; Mrs. Lucille Morse, Fredonia home economics teacher; R. A. Mabry,
county agent; Miss Wilma Vandiver, home demonstration agent;
H e r m a n Brenda, agriculture
teacher, Fredonia; Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Phelps. Fredonia, winners of last year's farm and
home awards, and farmer friends
of Kiwanis members.

The orchestra's afternoon conert, in Butler High auditorium,
till be for school children, who
till attend several hundred
jtrong as guests of the Princeton
ige of Elks.
Tickets for the night performance have been selling well the
st several days but choice seats
till are available and patrons
|rho have not made reservations
i advance will find accommodaons and tickets at the door up
i a few minutes prior to start of
ae concert, Mrs. Earl Adams,
sident of the Woman's Club
nd chairman for ticket sales,
aid Wednesday.
Photographers and reporters
Dr the Louisville papers will acompany the musicians here and
tie Courier-Journal and Times
trill carry pictures and stories
hat will give Princeton valuable
publicity, according to Mrs. Ralph
Randolph, president of the Book
overs Club, who is chairman of
he publicity committee.
Public Invited To

dements Takes
iovernor's Oath

Cheering Crowd Hears
Pledge To Aid Agriculture, Industry
(BY

ASSOCIATED

PMSSJ

Frankfort—Earle C. Clements,
organfield Democrat, was sworn
Governor of Kentucky Tuesy and he promised to do all
ssible to bolster the State's agicultural and industrial statos.
The inauguration ceremony,
adc more attractive by a beauul winter day, was watched by
rongs that milled around the
pital city all day.
Clement3 took the oath of ofice, administered by Appellate
hief Justice Porter Sims, at
2:27 p.m. (CST). Sworn in with
im was Lt. Gov. Lawrence W.
etherby, Louisville.
Leaving office and signalling
e end of 4 years of Republican
le were Gov. Simeon Willis,
inland, and Lt. Gov. Kenneth
iggle, Barbourville.
About 3,000 persons, most of
em partisan Democrats, were
ammed around the inaugural
latform which was laden with
litical dignitaries of the outing and incoming regimes.

'Carol Sing' Dec. 16
In Presbyterian Annex
A "Carol Sing" will be presented by the members of the Central Presbyterian Church Tuesday night, Dec. 16. Conducted in
the manner of an old fashioned
"Community Sing", the program
will be informal., The public is
invited to come and sing carols.
Mrs. George O. Eldred will lead
the singing and members of the
Wood Circle will serve refreshments. The program will be in
the Annex.

Two From Caldwell O n
U. K. Committee Of 2 4 0
Representing the University of
Kentucky in Caldwell county,
William Sell and William C.
Lowery have been selected for
membership in the reactivated
Committee of 240, an organization to acquaint high school seniors and others with the University, R. W. Wilde,, director of
public relations, announces. Discontinued during the war, the
committee is composed of two
students, a boy and a girl, as far
as possible, from each of Kentucky's 120 counties.

Armstrong To Address
Fruit Growers Dec. 17

Farmers Of County Will
Organize By Neighborhoods To Advance
Agriculture In 1948

To enable more faVmers to participate in agricultural improvement programs, eight Community Extension clubs are being
formed in Caldwell county, sponsored by the Extension Department of the University of Kentucky, through the county agent's
office, R. A. Mabry, said this
week.
At a meeting in the courthouse
last Thursday, representatives of
each community met to discuss
and plan organization of the
clubs. H. W. Wittenburg, assistant State agent, Lexington, led
the discussion.
It was agreed to adopt an organizational plan presented by
Mr. Wittenburg and used successfully by several other counties.
Small groups of community farmers will be invited to meet with
the representatives to elect offiFrank Morrisan is so busy in his Santa Claus rd! • cers and form program planning
six days a week in a department store in Maiden, Mass., committees for 1948. Dates were
this season that he had to get special police permission set Thursday for the neighborto paint his house on his Sunday's off. Massachusetts hood meetings.
"Such clubs will make it much
law prohibits painting on the Lord's Day. ( A P Wirephoto)
easier to distribute information
to Caldwell farmers," Mr. Mabry
said. "Instead of contacting each
farmer personally, almost impossible for one man to do, I can give
information to the clubs and be
sure it will be available to farmMrs. Raymond Phelpe, of the Club and Princeton Banks l&3t ers in the community."
Crider Homemakers Club, won year.
Representing their communities
the district prize of $25 in the
Thursday
were: Princeton, Buddy
Three From Caldwell
Home Food Production and ConBrown, William Jones, Herschel
servation Department sponsored Win In C-J Contests
Phelps, Edwin Lamb; Fredonia,
by the Courier-Journal this year.
Three Caldwell county individ- Dan Bugg; Hall, Joel Boitnott,
Mrs. Phelps 3aid there are five uals are among 225 Kentuckiana Roy Howton; Cobb, Murl Keller;
members in her family and she agriculture prize winners who hit Friendship, W. U. Cash; Shady
canned and froze, using pressure pay dirt totaling $7,950 in sjx Grove, Elmo Towery, E. C. Boscanner and a newly purchased State farm-incentive programs, ter; White, Z. D. Orange, Ruby
home freezing unit, more than the Courier-Journal r e p o r t e d Thomas; Farmersville, John Mcc650 quarts of fruits and vege- Sunday.
Dowell, Fred McConnell.
tables.
In the Farm and Homtt«
Dtates and pliees chosen for
Campaign, y Homer Community meetings, to be held
More than 1,000 pounds of pork provement
and beef produced on the farm Mitchell, Otter Pond, won $25 dis- at 7 o'clock at night, are:
was cured or frozen. In addition, trict award for crops.
Cobb: Tuesday, Dec. 9, at
Mrs. Raymond Phelps, Prince- schoolhouse.
the following was stored: Five
bushels of apples, 15 bushels of ton, district winner in food proFarmersville: Thursday, Dec.
Irish and sweet potatoes, one-half duction and conservation, also re- 11, at John McDowell's home.
bushel of carrots, one and one- ceived $25 prize money.
White: Tuesday, Dec. 16, at
Dennie Dwane Felker, Dalton, schoolhouse.
half bushels peanuts, two bushels
black walnuts, some hickory nuts $25 Savings Bond for best disShady Grove: Wednesday, Dec.
and pecans and five gallons of trict entry in the Soil Conserva- 17, place not chosen.
tion Essay Contest.
sorghum.
Hall: Thursday, Dec. 18, at
Other contests in the program, schoolhouse.
Mrs. Phelps said she found
Princeton: Monday, Jan. 5, at
producing and conserving food at sponsored by The Courier-Jourhome a good way to keep the nal, The Louisville Times and Ra- courthouse.
dio Station WHAS, included 4-H
Friendship: Tuesday, Jan. 6, at
cost of living down.
Mr! and Mrs.* Phelps won the Club championships, Save the schoolhouse.
Fredonia: Wednesday, Jan. 13,
Farm and Home Improvement Soil, Forestry and Future Farmat schoolhouse.
Contest sponsored by the Kiwanis ers of Amreica championships.

Tells How She Won Prize
In Home Food Contest

Rosser Elected
Chief Of Police

Council Names Hopkinsville Man; McConnell
In New Post

Roy Rosser, son-in-law of the
Rev. and Mrs. F. M. Masters,
was elected Princeton police chief
for a 2-year term beginning the
first Monday in January, at Monday night's City Council meeting.
Mr. Rosser is a member of the
Hopkinsville Police Department
and previously was a member of
the Russellville police force. It
is hoped he will assume duties
here the middle of thi3 month, an
official said, to relieve C. H.
Duke, acting police chief.
Harold McConnell, former water superintendent, was elected
superintendent of mu n i c i p a 1
works, a new position, combining
street, water and cemetery departments. Former superintendents of these departments will
now be departmental heads under Mr. McConnell, Mayor W. L.
Cash said.
Captain V. A. Beam, of the
State Actuarial Bureau, outlined
methods of fire prevention and
discussed a proposed school for
firemen in this area. Purchase of
500 feet of new fire hose was
authorized by the Council.
Payment of two $1,000 funding
bonds and interest due December 1, reduced City indebtedness
to $71,000, was reported.

W. D. Armstrong, State hortiMr. and Mrs. Duke Davenport culturist at the West Kentucky
ent Sunday with his parents Experiment Station, will be one
of the principal speakers at the
Hopkinsville.
91st annual meeting of the Kentucky Horticultural Socilety at
ONLY
Paducah, December 17. Problems
of orchard management, fruit
12
packing and spray insect control Girl Scouts' Candy
MORE S H O P P I N G
will be discussed.
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Kiwanis To Honor
Farm Leaders

UNTIL X M A S

Butler Singers Will
Present Vesper Service
Butler High School, conforming to a traditional custom of
years' standing, will present at 8
o'clock Sunday afternoon, Dec.
SI, a Christmas Vesper Service,
in which members of the three
Glee Clubs will take part. Miss
Betty Lindle, director of school
music, will direct tHe program.

Community Clubs
Planned To Aid
Extention Work

SANTA GETS OK

Christmas Seal G o a l
Of $400 Expected To Be
Reached Here This Week

Christmas Seal sales by grade
school
pupils totaled $370.84
Wednesday morning, Mrs. Hillery
Barnett, chairman of the committee of the sponsoring PTA organization, said. This is not as
much as had been taken in last
year at this time, she said, but
the children are doing extremely
well.
With
two
days
left for sales, proceeds of which
will be used in the State and
County to fight tuberculosis, it
is expected the $400 mark will
ye reached, she said.

District Scouters Will
Hold Annual Meeting

The Three Rivers District
Council, Boy Scouts of America,
will hold its annual meeting at
the K, U. building, Princeton,
Monday night, Dec. 15, starting at
7:30 o'clock. Election of officers
for 1948 and important business
is scheduled. Scouters from Marion, Eddyville, Kuttawa, Fredonia and Princeton will attend.
Neil Guess, Marion banker, is district chairman.

Senior Play Called
Best Yet At Butler

The Butler High School senior class play, "When Witches
Ride",- presented Friday night,
was considered to be the best
class play ever g i v e n at the
school, sponsors said this week.
Notably good in their performances were Joann Pickering,
George Webb and Jinni Wood
Sale Nets $10 Profit
Barron. Approximately $200 was
Princeton Girl Scouts of Troop made by the class through ticket
1 met last Thursday night and sales and advertising, sponsors
made candy, which was sold the said.
next day at school for a profit
of more than $10. The Scouts pica A. M. Calvert Is Appointed
to make candy again this week. Colonel By Retiring Governor
A. Moody Calvert, county treasProceeds will be used to finish
decorating the clubroom at But- urer and teacher in the Caldwell
county schools for 44 years, has
ler High School.
received an appointment as colR. G. Williams, Somerset, was onel on the staff of retiring Governor Willis.
here Monday and Tuesday.

Professional Model

Farmersville Gas
Well Raises Hope
For Oil Near Here
Test On Asa Morse Farm Results In 500,000
Cubic-Foot Producer; Fire Draws Many From
Princeton; Other Drilling In Progress;
G a s May Be In Commercial Volume

Well drilling operations on several thousand acres of
land near Farmersville, leased for gas and oil exploration
by S. D. Jarvis, one of Illinois' largest independent operators, brought results last week when natural gas, testing
500,000 cubic feet flow a day, was reached at a depth of 566
feet, in a well on the Asa Morse farm.

Asks Permit For
Radio Station

An explosion of unknown orgin Friday, setting the well on
fire, caused intense local exciteKathleen
Timmermann
ment and damaged drilling ma(above), six months old and
chinery. Mr. Morse estimated
highly photogenic, earns five
about 1,000 persons were at his
dollars an hour
posing for
Leslie Goodaker Files
farm looking at the burning well
baby and mother-and-child adwhen he returned home that
Application For Dayvertising photos taken by a
night. Fearing the safety of his
time License Here
St. Louis, Mo., photographer.
farm buildings, he alerted the
She is the daughter of Mr.
An application for a standard Princeton Fire Department, but
and Mrs. Roy Timmermann. broadcasting station at Prince- found it was not needed, due to
Her mother plans to apply for ton wa3 filed with the Federal favorable wind, he said.
a social security card for Communications C o m m i s s i o n
•The fire was extinguished in
Kathleen in the near future. Monday by Leslie Goodaker, do- the well the following day with
(AP Wirephoto)
ing business as the Princeton water, Ray Hall, general superBroadcasting co. The application intendent for Mr. Jarvis, said.
calls for a frequency of 1170 Earlier it had been partially conSeven Leading Citizens
kilocycles, with 250 watts power, trolled by a smothering mixture
Accept Appointment On
daytime only.
of shale and drUlings..
New Hospital Committee
Showings of Tar Spring oil
Mr. Goodaker, a radio engineer
Wylie Jones, S. J. Lowry, at Station WOMI, Owensboro, is were reached at about 135 feet,
Judge G. G. Harralson, R. S. a native of Princeton.
Mr. Hall said.
Gregory, Judge Clyde O. Wood,
He said the well would be
Several advertising contracts
John Ed Young and Thomas J. on an annual basis have been completed as a gas producer
Simmons will comprise the build- signed by local businessmen, it near its present level. His father,
ing committee for the new Cald- is reported, provisional on the Fred Hall, will remain in charge
well County War Memorial Hos- new station being put in opera- of operations in this area.
pital, it was announced this week. tion.
There is some doubt as to the
Mr. Simmons will be chairman of
An Associated Press field rep- strata level reached when the
the group. Final approval of the resentative from Memphis re- well began producing, but it i3
personnel of the committee is cently came here and investigat- thought to be Rosiclare Sand.
expected to come from the Fiscul ed the situation, relative to
Another well, on the farm of
Court at the next meeting of granting news service to the Charles Brown, is at a depth of
that body. Selection of the site, project.
1,000 feet and drilling will conchoice of an architect and supertinue until the Devonian strata
vision of the construction of the
level is reached at about 2200
hospital are included in this
to 2500 feet, Mr. Hall said, unless
committee's duties.
it begins producing at a lesser
depth. There was a showing of
gas in this well at the 670-foot
"Seagoing Cowboy" Tells
level, he stated.
35 Entries In Bank's
Rotarians Of Service
The Farmersville area is not
Contest Judged By
proven at this time as a producer,
On Cattle Ferryboat
Mr. Hall said, on the strength
Relating his experiences as a
R. A. Mabry
of results from one well. Several
"Seagoing Cowboy" on an LST
Hoy Sisk and Otis Smiley
cattle-boat ferrying livestock to were winners in the First Na- more producing wells are needwar-torn Poland, J. Winfred tional Bank's annual Corn Show, ed to determine if there is gas
Stoerker, assistant pastor of an with the best three-ear entries of in quantity sufficient for successEvansville, Ind., church, was yellow and white corn respect- ful commercial exploitation.
Drilling is being done by the
guest speaker at the Rotary Club ively, and were awarded $5 cash
meeting
Tuesday night. Mr. prizes, each, Henry Sevison, Taylpr Drilling Company of
Marion.
Stoerker exhibited colored slide6 president, said Tuesday.
Other leases have been taken
of his trip abroad and of the secOther winners and prizes
in the Farmersville area by Mark
tions of Europe in which he had awarded were:
Curtis, Evansville, Ind., and Ted
traveled, many of them showing
Yellow Corn: F. A. Lewis, $4;
cities in ruins. Guests of the club Hewlett Hall, $3; M. P. Brown, McNeely, of Farmersville.
were: Prof. R. A. Belt, Dawson Sr.. $2, and Lee Wyatt. $1.
Springs; Walter Berger and son,
White corn: Marvin Sigler, $4;
Kenneth, of Evansville, Ind.; ArDennie Mitchell, $3; W. H. Pool,
nold Holmes, Wingo, and Junior
$2, and E. B. Perters, $1.
Rotarian for December, Harold
W. H. Pool won a special prize
Creekmur, Jr.
Annual Meeting To Be
of $3 for having the longest
Only Quality Decline
single ear entered in the show.
Held At University Of
Dr.
B.
L.
Keeney
Addresses
It measured approximately 12%
Can Lower Prices,
Kentucky In January
inches long.
January 27 to 30 have been an- Dentists In New York
Warehousemen
Say
Winners in the contest who
Dr. B. L. Keeney is in New
nounced as the dates of the 36th
An
average
of
$42.46
a hunhave not received their prize
annual Farm and Home Conven- York this week to appear on the money may call for it at the dredweight was reported in Burtion at the University of Kentuc- program of the Greater New
bank, Mr. Sevison said. All win- ley sales at Hopkinsville Monday,
York Dental Society, Dec. 9 to
ky at Lexington.
ning entries will be on display one sale being held at the
Homemakers will have their 12, at Hotel New Yorker. Den- in the bank lobby this week.
Planters Exclusive Burley floor,
own program all four days. Per- tists from all over the United
The 35 entries were judged where 351,494 pounds brought
sons interested in farming will States are in attendance. Dr. Friday by R. A. Mabry, county $149,268.04.
meet in a general session the first Keeney will discuss "One-Day agent.
Sales on all Kentucky floors
day and then divide into sec- Full Denture." He is one of the
reached a $50.94 average Montional meetings. These sectional few dentists in Kentucky who
day, dropping slightly Tuesday
meetings will consider problems has been elected to a fellowship Clift And Taylor To
to $50.62 a hundred pounds. The
of soils and crops, stock-raising, in the International College of Attend Conference
State Department of Agriculture
dairying, poultry-raising, fruit- Dentists and has previously apClifton Clift, superintendent of reported the State's 24 markets
growing, farm management and peared on programs of national
Caldwell county schools, and L. sold 13,911,842 pounds Tuesday
rural community and church.
prominence.
C. Taylor, city superintendent, for $7,042,741.72.
A farm and home equipment
will attend the annual Fall ConWarehousemen reported, folshow Will be a feature of the con- William S. Pettit Has
ference at Frankfort of Kentuc- lowing early transactions this
vention.
ky superintendents
Thursday, week, that only a drop in quality
Role In College Show
Speakers announced to date inDec.
18.
The
meeting
was
called of offerings could keep prices
clude Karl B. Butler of Ithaca, J William Shipton Pettit, son of by John Fred Williams, State from holding firmly to the high
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Pettit,
PaN. Y., an authority on farm cosuperintendent of
public in- averages.
operatives; John Strohm, world ducah, and a student at Murray struction.
At Lexington, lugs went at
State
College,
had
the
leading
traveler and associate editor of
prices as high as $61 a hundredThe Country Gentleman; Alfred male role in "The Corn is Green",
weight, but most were claimed
Paulus of the Westinghouse Cor- Sock and Buskin play produced Urges Greetings Be Sent
at $58 \o $60. Leaf varieties
poration; Dr. P. E. Blackerby of on the campus recently. News- As First Class Mail
were popular with buyers.
the Kentucky State Board of paper notices of the performance
Christmas greetings will receAn Associated Press dispatch
Health; R. O. Lee of General commended the work of young ive much better handling if sent
stated
the officially reported
Tettit,
who
has
numerous
relaMotors; Mrs. Rahmeh M. Jacob of
by first class mail, John Mahan, Statewide average paid Monday
Jerusalem, an authority on Pal- tives here.
postmaster, said this week. If was the highest in at least 25
estine; Mrs. Luella Canterbury
sent third class, the greetings can years.
and Miss Celeste Carlyle of Chi- Farm Trainees Hear Talk
contain no written message or
cago, psychologist and style conother writing, wQl not be forOn
Co-op
Market
Methods
sultant, respectively; and Mrs. W.
warded
or returned if addressee
Caldwell county veterans studyCompletes 57th Year
K. Morris, Hopkinsville, president
is not found, and many may not
ing
farming
under
the
GI
Bill
of
of the Kentucky Federation of
As Oak Grove Pastor
Rights will receive instruction in reach their destinations. Prompt
Homemakers.
Rounding out 57 years of
cooperative marketing methods delivery can be assured only by
sending the greetings first class,
ministerial services to the
at Butler High School Monday
he said.
Attends Dealers Meeting
Baptist church at Oak Grove,
night, Dec. 15, at 7 o'clock. L. A.
A Jimmy Mitchell attended a Vinson, field agent in marketing
the Rev. John T. Cunningmeeting of Pontiac dealers at the at the University of Kentucky, Kelly Thompson Will
ham preached there last SunSeelbach Hotel in Louisville Lexington, will address
day. He was first called to
t h e Manage KIAC Tourney
Monday. *
that ministry in 1890, and
Lexington—0<P)—Kelly
Thompgroup of approximately 60, memrecalled 25 consecutive times,
bers of two classes conducted by son of Western State Teachers
then being called for life.
In Paducah Hospital
College
will
be
manager
of
the
Wood Holloway and Charles
He will preach at Cedar Bluff
' Tom R. Buttermore, Henrietta Hubbard. Farmers interested in 1948 Kentucky
Intercollegiate
Sunday afternoon at 2:30
Apts., was admitted to the I. C. information on cooperative prac- Athletic Conference T o u r n a o'clock.
Hospital, Paducah, Monday for tices are invited to attend the ment at Louisville February
20-28, it was announced today.
treatment.
meeting.
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Sisk, Smiley Win
Corn Show Prizes

Farm And Home
Convention Planned

i

Burley Average
Continues High
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Burley Maiket On Sounder Basis
Many newspapers made the mistake*
last week of heralding the $48.61 average
on all State markets for Burley tobacco
as an all-time record. The Leader did not
fall into this error, because its editor
knew better, having written the Burley
market at Lexington for the Lexington
Herald in the first big year after World
War I, 1919, when' much higher records
were set.
Of course there was no Burley grown
then in Caldwell county, or in many other
counties of Kentucky which now send
thousands of pounds to the markets each
season. The Blue Grass region still had,
in 1S19, a virtual monopoly upon growing
fine Burley tobacco.
This year's Burley market is, thus far,
much sounder than was that of 1919 . . .
when, on December 8, the Lexington market sold 1,045,165 pounds for an average
of $69.99. Poorer grades cut the average
to $68.27 the next day, for 617,900 pounds.
A high crop sold December 8, 1919, for
an average of $95.54 on 8,525 pounds.
December 1, 1947, all Burley markets
in Kentucky sold 11,555,315 pounds at
an average of $48.59. This included leaf
produced in the Purchase, the Pennyrile,
the Blue Grass and elsewhere throughout
the State. Methods of growing, curing,
stripping, grading and marketing Burley
tobacco are not as good otitside the Blue
Grass as they are in that center of fine

Burley production for more than 100
years. Hence, this year's average on ten
times more pounds is better, for the growers, and upon a sounder basis, than was
the $20 higher figure reached at Lexington in 1919.
In the inflationary period immediately
following World War I, we watched tenant farmers sell tobacco so high their
judgment went haywire and they took
proceeds of such sales and made down
payments on high priced land . . . which
they lost when the Burley market quickly
settled down to a level which did not allow living expenses, wages and payments
on mortgages.
Land values are too high now, in many
instances, but our people having been
fore-warned repeatedly, have not bought
forms at inflated figures, for which they
will be unable to pay when the present
boom subsides. The same is likely true
in the Blue Grass.
The present Burley crop is excellent
in quality, not large in volume. Soundly
developed restrictions will prevent overproduction next year, through governmental agencies which did not exist in
1919. The outlook for Burley growers is
thus far better than it was in that other
post-war era and we can all rejoice with
our farmer friends in that there will be
lots of Santa Claus in areas where Burley
tobacco was grown this year.

Dr. and Mr*. Frank T. Linton,
giving a birthday party last Wednesday night for Frank O. Wood,
diicovered another guest, Dlque
Eldred, was also celebrating a
birth anniversary. . . So the occasion was doubly merry.
*
*
*
We do progress. Now an air
patrol, flying from the Anton airport, Hopkins county, is being
used for detection of forest fires,
to supplement observation towere
when visibility is poor. Last
week, a plane spotted 11 forest
fires burning at the same time,
in Hopkins, Muhlenburg and
Christian counties.
*

*

*

Among those who miss Johnny
Graham most is Edwin Lamb
. . . who fell heir to Johnny's job
as chairman of the Kiwanis Agricultural Committee. Edwin has
]ust completed aft-angements for
the annual Farm and Home dinner . . . and wished a good many
times the last six weeks the efficient Mr. G. had never left us.
*
*
•
Judy Keen Johnson, only child
of former Governor Keen Johnson and his lovely wife, Eunice,
was named to membership in the
University of Kentucky chapter
of Phi Beta Kappa, national
scholastic honorary society, last
week. Judy, who like her parents is widely known hereabouts,
has plenty of beauty as well as
brains. She has majored in journalism at UK and, as Keen is
still a partner in the Richmond
Daily Register, she has a job of
work waiting for her upon graduation, come June.

-

tors' meeting. Station Manager
Hecht Lackey wrote Supt. L / C .
Taylor requesting other such
news.

GM P

Anna French, contributing an
old song, "As 1 Walked Out One
Morning in May", and
Bill
Brown, who furnished some "tall
tales" he had collected, were
among Murray College students
aiding Dr. Herbert Halbert, author and authority on American
folklore, in collecting folk lore
of western Kentucky. Dr. Halbert
invites other contributions for a
series of articles he plans to appear in magazines.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

**

*

*

WSON, Henderson radio station, used a Leader clipping on
its newscast one day recently
. . . about the school administra-

About 100 Americans are killed
in automobile accidents in an
average day.

m

The Farmer Is Getting Rich?
If we are to believe the slick paper
magazines—the farmer is getting rich.
He is "rolling in money" as one magazine
puts it. There are pictures of bumper
wheat crops. But nobody has written a
story of the corn that has burned up or
taken pictures of mile on mile of dried
corn stalks. The farmer is getting rich
and the consumer is being told about it.
If the housewife wants to find a culprit
for the prices she pays—blame the farmer!
Here and there a farmer is getting
rich. No need to be ashamed of it. Here
and there a farmer has paid off the mortgage and bought a bath tub.
No need
to say the revolution has come. Farmers
have as much right to bath tubs as workers in a factory or bankers in a bank—
more, because they have worked harder,
gone without longer, and furnished more
real wealth per man, woman, and child
than any other class in the country.
It is the exception that makes news
and pictures. Feature articles are written about the individual who stands out
above his fellows. The average is pretty
much ignored. There is no story in the
average man who does not beat his wife,
rob a bank, or run off with his stenographer. Neither, it seems, is there any
story in the average farmer who certainly

*

Little Boys
Are made of noise,
Electric trains
And model planes,
Of bubble gum
And beating drum.
Of ball and bat
And things like that.
Little girls
Are made of curls,
Of ruffled clothes,
And bright hair bows,
Of baby dolls,
And jacks and balls,
Of bracelets, rings,
And pretty things.
How strange when childhood
tastes do vary
That boys and girls grow up and
marry.
—Zaida Chidester

Centre College's great days as
a football giant, 1920-21, were
recalled here Sunday night by R.
G. "Dick" Williams,
Somerset
banker and president of the Kentucky Bankers Association, who
knew Bo McMillan, Red Roberts,
Red Weaver and the other grid
luminaries who made history at
Centre.
He knew them when
they played
on the Somerset
High School team. Mr. Williams
was visiting Johnny Graham
here, en route to a group bankers' meeting at Marion Monday
night.
*

*

Pennyrller was fh low repute
at home last week, when the
paper came out with no news
report of the Curry WildcatsCunningham Bears football game.
The Curry 4th graders won, 13
to 0, and took in something more
than $4 in dimes.

*

*

" *

For one,
your
reporter is
pleased that /the Farmers National Bank Is starting a Christmas Savings Fund. Easy to save
a little that way; and It certainly is nice to have funds
ahead when Santa Claus time
rolls 'round.

Carl Sparks, back from a visit
to the International Livestock
Show at Chicago, said he was
surprised and pleased to see'an
illuminated display bt the big
exposition, showing what it cost
to produce beef on fertilized and
unfertilized soil at the Princeton
Sub-Experiment Station over a
period of 19 years.
*
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hasn't become rich and who is scared to
death that he will be blamed for high
prices.
W e think it is time to get over being
scared of blame. The unions aren't apologizing for. having gotten for their workers the highest wages in history.
The
merchant isn't apologizing for the everwidening spread between what the farmer gets and what the consumer pays. The
business man isn't apologizing for the
biggest profits in history. And the farmer ought not to apologize that his Farm
Bureau saw to it that he*was protected
by parity, and support prices for a period.
The hours of farm work have not been
cut. The wages of farm production know
no time and a half over time. There is
no five-day week. If abundant production means wealth, then the farmer is
the greatest producer of wealth today in
America. He has no featherbedding, no
strikes, no slowdowns. There are no patented processes that he buys up to lay
away so that new products may not compete with his. He uses the latest that
research can teach him.

I94;

Literary Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
UNCONQUERED: A NOVEL OF
THE PONTIAC CONSPIRACY,
by Neil H. Swanson (Doubleday; $3)
The course of true love never
ran rougher, either in fact or
fiction, than in this story about
Abigail and Christopher, an English girl, sold into 1} years' slavery on a murder charge, and a
young American who bought her,
freed her, and won her back
again, as she won him, to enjoy a
lifelong, sweeter slavery.
Abby's attempt to save her timid brother from the bullies hanging around a Dorsot inn starts
her on a long and perilous voyage, via London, a press gang
and the hold of a sailing ship, to
Hampton Roads, threshhold of
the new continent which in less
than 15 years will declare its independence.
Chris buys her to vent his spite
on the villian of this novel, Garth,
conniving white husband of an
Indian princess; Garth is more
than satisfied with one wife, less
than satisfied with one woman,
while the more modest Chris aspires to marry one girl whose
asking price his elder brother
can better afford to pay.
From Norfolk and Williamsburg, where it proves impossible
to convince Washington that the
nefarious Garth is backing an Indian uprising, Chris strikes boldly into the mountains, crosses
Laurel Ridge and drops down to
Fort Pitt, a settlement which _
even then suffered the disadvantages of flood, fog and smoke,
and there with Ga>th and Abby

again on the K e ne, the P...,
breaks in all it, i n c r ^ b f ^
e
agery.
Some barbarous incident, «m
curdle your blood; one r«! 1
pulled off by a m i r a d V S
Chris' or Swanson'.
clde; and a white m a n
' £
man, wearing mocassin* anri
thing more for p ar t 0f t W
set out on a flight for the d
gers of which there are
w
compensations.
Supported by carcful 6chrU
ship and filled with drama,
long but not a page too £
novel is Swanson' eighth out "
a proposed 30 in which he m j
to "recreate the life" of the <T
tral states "during the c r i S
years of the making of Am**? !
It is easily the most ambiti*
project now under way in lh
field of historical fiction.

Did You Know?
More than 25,000 American Indians were in the U. S. armed
forces during World War II.

e • »

A fourth of the American Indians on U. S. reservations live is
Oklahoma.
Food, liquor and tobacco c®.
stitute about one-third of U. S.
consumer spending.
*

*

*

There has been a steady iacrease in the number of American Indians since 1900.

e w•

About 433,000 American Indians and Eskimos are wardi o(
the U. S. government.

COULD C/OU ?

If he is getting rich, more power to
him. For a change, he ought to get rich.
Others have had a whack at it, let the
farmer come into his own.
(Farm Bureau News)

Would Merge School Systems
Until he went away to college the dean
of the University of Kentucky college of
Education at Lexington had no personal
knowledge of school systems other than
that in Ohio county, Ky. He was reared
on a farm near Beaver Dam, one of several boys in a farm family. Since a young
man he has been teaching, moving gradually up.
When educators get together
they listen to Dean William S. Taylor, the
former farm boy from the Beaver Dam.
Community. He is experienced as teacher and administrator, and in commencement seasons is frequently invited to talk
to groups of graduates.
He doesn't always conform to the rules laid down for
the operation of schools. In fact he strays
pretty far off the reservation at times.
So far that other eminent educators disagree with him.
One day last week the Dean was asked
to address the Optimist Club in Lexington. He accepted. But in that address
were some rather revolutionary suggestions. This man who as a farm boy was
acquainted only with country schools, and
who has degrees from several colleges and
universities probably startled the club
members when he said he saw no reason
for .both city and county governments, or
for two school systems. Impractical, some
would say right off without studying his
suggestion of mergers. Maybe so. But
not because rural and urban folks are so
little different now it would be impossible
to identify either as to where he lives.
To include the schools, the Dean would
remind those who dissent that the modern
high school is not confined to cities.
When William S. Taylor was a boy over
in Ohio county the superintendent of the
county schools had no means of conveyance fo be used in covering his territory
except a horse and buggy, and in real
muddy weather he came riding up to the

schools on horseback. He just wouldn't
have fitted into plans of city boards of
education where the movement seemed to
have been farther away from the country. The Dean was a young teacher when
a wave of sentiment for consolidation
swept his county and the entire state,
and throughout the nation.
Gradually
but definitely the public grew to realize
that only modernly equipped schools
should be maintained in both city and
country. And to take Daviess county as
an example, where no longer is the one
room school seen as a part of the system,
consolidation has been adopted.
Dean Taylor is going farther in presenting his suggestions for better schools.
He would have one system in each county, one superintendent to direct and supervise operation of the schools.
Why
set up two headquarters? That question
is being asked audience by Dean Taylor.
He would save the expense of operating
two systems which each year would
amount to a tidy ..sum. All this sounds
visionary, as does any proposed merger
of city and county governments. But all
revolutions began before the public was
aware, and gathered momentum as they
progressed.
Boys and girls in city and
country deserve equal consideration as to
schools. Then why have two school systems, Dean Taylor is asking Kentuckians,
and the question is provocative. The answer will be made in the years ahead.

Such a suggestion! A n d from you . . . Santa Claus!
I ask you for help in selecting gifts for my wife, and for
my children, and for my cousins, and for my in-laws. A n d
what do you tell me?
"Give them each a piece of paper," you said. Santa, how
could you?

. . . And the printing must read "U.S. SAVINGS
BOND."
• • . And for every three dollars I spend now,
they'll get $4 when the Bonds mature.
. . . And I can buy them at a n y bank or post
office.
Well—that's different. Very different, and a very good

Oh—the paper's got to have printing on it.

idea. Thank you, Santa, and a Merry Christmas to vou. too!

6iVe the best gift of a//-US.Savings Bonds!
This advertisement sponsored by:

(Owensboro Messenger)

CORNER DRUGSTORE

PRINCETON CREAMERY
There are more than 300 million cubic
miles of ocean.
A cubic mile of air weighs over five
million tons.
Columbus brought cows to America on
his second voyage in 1495.

n

\

SULA AND ELIZA NALL

BODENHAMER'S

RUSSELL'S CAFE

PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY
s
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,

There la a wide variety of fi»h
product* on the market which
can be prepared in economical
and appetizing dishes, points out
Miss Florence Imlay, specialist
In foods at the UK College of
Agriculture and Home Economics. For a different dish, try fish
omelet, chowder or fish loaf.
Fish Loaf
2 cups flaked fish
4 tablespoons' lemon juice
2 tablespoons butter or oleomargarine
2 tablespoons flour
2 eggs
1 tablespoon chopped parsley
1 teaspoon minced onion
% teaspoon salt
flawed cooked or canned fish.
Prepare a sauce of the fat, flour
and milk. Stir in the beaten eggs,
fish, onion, parsley and salt. Pour
into a well greased baking dish
and set dish in pan of hot water.
Bake in moderate oven, 350 degrees, for about 30 'minutes, or
until inserted knife comes out
clean.
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YOUNGSTER FROM SWEDEN—Two-year-old Madeline
Bergh of Stockholm rests on some luggage while waiting
to debark from the Swedish American liner Gripsholm
after its arrival in New York from Gothenburg. Madeline was enroute to Princeton, N. J. (AP Wirephoto)

It's A Good C a r
While Spare Parts Last
1
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Dead S t o c k
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your d e a d stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
W e pick up horses, cows and hogs.

Call

Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone No. 442-J

*

Princeton, Ky.

W e pay aJI phone charges

Hold on to your
Auto Liability Insurance

—

Don't be put off the highway because you do
not have Insurance —

See

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
111 W. Market St.

Phone 81

Frankfort, Dec. 9—The duck
hunting season in Kentucky will
begin at noon December 8 and
continue through January 6, according to information received
by the Division of Game and
Fish from the National Fi6h and
Wildlife Service. The federal regulations, which will be inforced
Soaper, U. S. Game Management
agents and State Conservation
officers, will permit shooting on
all hunting dates, except opening day, from sunrise to one hour
before sunset. Captain R. C.
Soaper, U. S. Game Managemtnt
agent, Henderson, emphasizes that
hunters are not allowed to kill
waterfowl before 12 o'clock, noon,
the first day of the 6eason.

The more you drive it,
t h e more

Every mile gives added proof of

BIG-CAR QUALITY AT LOWEST COST
As more and more Chevrolet owners are discovering,
years of service mean nothing to a Chevrolet! This car
has axtra strength in every part—built-in ruggedness
and reliability—the excellence that endures. It will servo
you for scores of thousands of miles, and the longer you
drive it the stronger your appreciation of its value—for
it possesses Big-Car durability and dependability
unequaled in its field.

MenufFish loaf, creamed potatoes, scalloped tomatoes, cabbage-pineapple salad, cornbread,
butter and apple crisp.

Cupid Puts A Strain
On Generosity
Durango, Colo. — (/P) _ The
Bondad H o m e
Demonstration
Club is a generous but small
group, and in "adopting" a French
family it was understood the
beneficiaries were a widow and
one child.
It received a letter thanking
the women for their first package, but the letter went on to
say that the family had picked
up a husband, 10 children and
eight grandchildren.
Undismayed, the club declared
it was ready to do its best. After
all, only five of the children are
living at home now.

Litchville, N. D — (/P) —John
Opgaard of Fort Ransom isn't
qujte sure what's going to happen the next time he drives
his car.
En route to Litchville recently to pick up his son, a back
wheel of hi6 Model A Ford flew
off. He couldn't find it so he put
on his spare wheel.
He resumed his journey and
soon his bumper fell off.
When he stopped in Litchville,
he lost his switch key.
He got the car going again,
It takes more than a year to
but after driving a few miles the cool the glass of some big telecar quit completely.
scopes.
A neighbor took Opgaard and ing it very slowly.
son home.
The United States has about 26

O n e look will tall you that
Chevrolet out-styles oil other
e o r i In Its f i e l d . It b r i n g s
you smarter design—smarter
c o l o n — s m a r t e r upholstery
and appointments I It alone
offers a luxurious Body by
Hsher at lowest prices.

You c a n t b e a t a Chevrolet for

all-round performance with
economy. A n d C h e v r o l e t ' s
w o r l d ' s - c h o m p l o n Valve-InH e a d Thrift-Master Engine,
unique In Its p r i c e r a n g e ,
wrings the last 6unce of energ y out of every gallon of fuel.

The demand for new Chevrolet* surpasses all
previous records. That means it's wise to safeguard your transportation by bringing your
present car to us for skilled service, now and at
regular Intervals, pending delivery of your now
car. See us for dependable, car-saving service.

You1len|oy maximum
riding-smoothness
and road-steadiness,
too, because only
Chevrolet, o f all cars
In Its Held, brings
you the firm, easy,
balanced movement
of the Unitized KneeAction Hide.
'

CHEVROLET

Stevens Chevrolet Company
Princeton,

Reports received by the division from throughout Kentucky
indicate the duck hunting is not
so drab as was indicated by a
federal wildlife survey conducted earlier in the year.
Reports from throughout the
State indicate waterfowl is descending on Kentucky waters in
large numbers and good hunting
is anticipated. Movement
of
ducks is guided by weather.
In addition to the regular Kentucky hunting license all hunters
16 years of age or over must
have a signed migratory bird
hunting stamp which may bp
purchased at postoffices. Failure
of a hunter 16 years old or more
to have this signed stamp will
subject the offender to a fine
or not more than $500, imprisonment for rot more than six
months, 6r both.
Negro homemakers in Todd
county exchanged 621 tulip bulbs,
416 jouquil bulbs and 204 dahlia
bulbs with their neighbors.
Watermelons, blueberries, cranI berries, and the fescue grasses
thrive best on acid soils.

J in performance

That's why we never sacrifice quality.

BIG in value

Have your doctor leave your prescriptions with us.
W E HAVE BEEN TRUSTED WITH OVER

* OUR
* PRESCRIPTION
* DEPARTMENT
• We are justly proud of our prescription department and cordially
invite you to inspect it. Only registered pharmacists compound prescriptions, and only thefinestchemicals, pharmaceuticals, and biological* are used. Visit us and become
better acquainted with our service.

W H O FILLS
YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS?

GENERAL $|> ELECTRIC
de luxe table radio
g g l & i u t y of tone—natural color
O

y

lont — in a smart rosewood

(5VV)

Dynapowcr speaker. 3

tubes plus rectifier. Model 202

plastic cabinet with gleaming

is big in performance — big in

Multiweave metal grille. Oversize

value. See it today.

Princeton Lumber
S. SeminarY St.

y o u l i k e it I
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The bride wore a suit of neutClearance
ral
with black accessories, and
ten for The Christian Sc'a shoulder corsage of red roseMonitor)
buds.
leared the garret yesterday,
The couple will make their
rubbish that had lain for
home
with the bride's parents
rs
until she finishes school.
gathered dust.

brought to sunlight's better

{
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found

among

discarded
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x of valued
treasures!
cleared
our mind
the self110 day,
r u b b i s h that
had gathered

>re,

[opt the best,
threw away the idle
lughts,
.
unkind word we might
ire said,

[found an untold pleasure!
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isby-

Jordan

i wedding of Miss Ohna
by, daughter of Mr. and
Elmer Oglesby, Dawson
gs, and Mr. Nevel Jordan,
>f Mr. and Mrs. Cecil JorPrinceton, took place Noer 27 at the home of the
Roy Woodall,
Hopkins

[

Mrs. F. T. Linton, Locust street,
Thursday night, Dec. 4.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. O.
W. Towery, Mr. and Mrs. Dana
Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bailiff, Mr. and Mrs. George Harralson, Mr. and Mrs. William S.
Rice, Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, Mrs.
Allison Akin, Mr. and Mrs. Dique
Boitnott - Hodge
Eldred and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Mr. and Mrs. Joel B. Boitnott
Wood.
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Lana Rose, to Mr.
James Dennis Hodge, Jr., son Rook Party
of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hodge.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Beck enThe wedding will take place Detertained with (five tables of
cember 25.
Rook Saturday night. Pot luck
dinner was served to: Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Phelps, Mr. and Mrs.
Mulvihill- Farmer
Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Mulvihill, Charles Baker, Mr. and Mrs.
Nashville, Tenn., announce the Aubrey Litchfield, Mr. and Mrs.
marriage of their daughter, Mary J. D. Bugg, Mr. and Mrs. Arlie
Margaret, to Mr. James E. Farm- Vinson, Mr. and Mrs. Hervey
er, son of Mr. and Mrs. Euen Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Farmer, Franklin street, Monday, Paris, Mr. and Mrs'. V. E. Coleman, Mr. and Mrs. Frank WilNovember 10, at Franklin.
son and son, Billy, of Princeton,
Billy and J. D. Jr. Bugg.
Dinner Party Honors

Messrs. Wood,

Eldred

A diner party in honor of
Messrs. Frank Wood and Dique
Eldred, who celebrated their 80th
and 73rd birthdays, respectively,
was given at the home of Dr. and

GIVE SOMETHING
FOR T H E H O M E
THIS CHRISTMAS

Joy Class

Meeting

The Joy Class of the First
Christian Church met in the recreation room of the church
Tuesday night, Dec. 2, with 15
members present. Other members
of the Women's Council were
guests.
After the business session, a
"snow 6ong party" was held.
Christmas carols were sung and
stories of customs in other lands
were told. "Our Own American
Way" was expressed by a gift
shower for one of the members,
chosen from the group.
Refreshments of tea, cookies
and mints were served.

Birthday Party
Honoring the birthday of her
father, Mr. W. A. Holeman of
Repton, Mrs. Glenn Rogers and
Mr. Rogers entertained with a
Thanksgiving dinner. Those enjoying the hospitality were: Mr.
and Mrs. W. A. Holeman, Repton, Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Holeman, Dalton; Miss Elvira King,
Mexico; Mrs. Ethel Brantley,
Crayne; Rev. and Mre. H. F.
Jones and children, Ruth and
Paul, Madisonville, Miss Alma
Stevenson, Madisonville; Mrs. Rebecca Rogers, Miss Agnes Rogers,
Sharon and Kay Rogers. Afternoon guests were: Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Williams and daughter,
Bonnie.

I ?

Mr. and Mrs. William S. nice,
I Mrs. Kumsey Taylor, Mrs. Charles Ratliff and Mrs. Frank T. Linton spent Wednesday in NashviU. Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry, Jr.,
Owensboro, spent last week-end
with Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cherry,
West Main street.
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Carr
and little daughter, of Medina,
O., are visiting her mother, Mrs.
Lillie Belle Childress, N. Harrison street.
Mrs. Murray K. Rogers, Paducah, visited her sister. Mrs. Geo.
O. Eldred and family, N. Seminary street, last week-end.
Mrs. Berdie Moore, Willard
Moor^ and Vivian Clarte Moore
spent "Sunday and Monday in
Louisville, where they accompanied Mrs. Moore's daughter,
Mrs. James McKenzie, and son,
Jimmy, who left there via plane
Sunday for Phoenix, Ariz., after
a three weeks' visit here.
Mrs. William Loftus has returned home from a visit to her son,
J. B. Loftus in Dayton, O.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Todd,
San Antonio, Tex., arrived Monday night for a visit to her cousin,
Miss Katharine Garrett, N. Jefferson street. Mrs. Todd is the
former Jean Curtis Osborne.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hughett
were visitors in Hopkinsville
Monday.
Houston Hatler, student at
Georgetown College, Georgetown,
spent last week-end with his parents, the Rev. and Mrs. H. G. M.
Hatler, W. Main street.
Miss Lucille Buttermore, Louisville, spent last week-end with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. W.
Buttermore, Hernietta Apts.
Mesdames W. L. Granstaff and
Bill Granstaff spent one day in
Louisville recently.
Jimmy Mitchell was a business
visitor in Cincinnati, O., Wednesday and Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Todd
and Miss Katharine Garrett spent
Wednesday in Hopkinsville.
Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey Taylor
and Nancy and Fred Taylor spent
l a s t week-end in Chattanooga,
Tenn., where they visited their

Baptist Board
Plans 1948 Work

Recommended Budget
Almost $2,000,000 For
All Causes Of Church

Louisville, Dec. 9 — The Annual Baptist State Board meeting was held at Walnut Street
Baptist Church, Louisville, last
week. There were 81 of the 113
members present, representing
every county of the State.
The board appropriated money
to support 82 of its regular missionaries and added eight new
ones.
The appropriations committee,
headed by Dr. H. C. Chiles, Barbourville, recommended a budget of almost $2,000,000 for all
Baptist causes. Dr. Leo IJddleman, pastor, Parkland Baptist
Church, Louisville, was elected
chairman of the board, and the
Rev. George Riggs, pastor, Victory Memorial Baptist Church,
Louisville, secretary. Rev. W. K.
Wood, Newport, was elected to
give full time as a mountain
evangelist. Rev. A. B. Cash, for
many years a worker in the
mountains of North Carolina and
Georgia, was approved as a general mission worker for 32
mountain counties.
The State Mission Board voted
to buy through the Spring Meadows Orphans' Home, Louisville,
a 30-room building with seven
acres of land at Grayson, to be
operated as a children's home.
Since emphasis in 1948, with
Kentucky Baptist, is to be soul
winning, the evangelistic committee announced plans to get every Baptist church in Kentucky
to "spend a year on its knees."
A special Watchnight Service is
being urged in every Baptist
church, in order that the last of
1947 and the first of 1948 will
Fredonia
W.M.U.
be spent in prayer for peace and
The W. M. U. of the Fredonia
for salvation of the lost in 1948.
Baptist church met Friday for
the December day of prayer with
Buttermilk mixed to a stiff
13 members present. A program
paste
with cornmeal makes an
was given in the morning, and
after pot-luck dinner, a mission excellent facial mask, says a Holbeek review was presented by lywood actress.
Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer, Jr., on son. Cadet Bob Taylor, student
"How I Pray".
at McCallie School.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks
A good collection of clothing
was brought and packaged to be spent several days in Chicago
last week.
sent to Europe.
Cadet Larry Pedley, student at
Present were: Mrs. Bill King, K. M. I., Lyndon, will arrive
Mrs. Talley Baker, Mrs. A. J. Tuesday to spend the Christmas
Akridge, Mrs. Loyd Wadlington, holidays with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. G. M. Pedley, Locust
Mrs. T. L. Grubbs, Mrs. Floyd street.
Jones, Mrs. Kelly Bradshaw,
Mrs. Charlie Wilson, Mrs. Arlie
Vinson, Miss Georgia Boaz, Mrs.
Charles Brockmeyer, Jr., Mrs.
Russell Yates, Mrs. Elbert Beck,
Mrs. Lester Young and Mre. J. J.
Rogers.

^ y v r y

Carelessness Blamed
For 7 Hunting Deaths
Frankfort, Dec. B — At least
seven persons have been killed
in hunting accidents in Kentucky since opening of the squirrel
season August 15, according to
incomplete reports received by
the Division of Game and Fish.
This announcement was made today by Earl Wallace, director ol
the Division, following the report of the death in Fleming
county of the seventh victim.
According to Director Wallace,

Aaaembly Speaker
Appreciation of Kentucky was
the topic of Rev. Tom W. Collins*
talk Wednesday at the annual
Kentucky Day assembly period
at Butler High School.
most fatalities resulting from
hunting may be attributed to
carelessness on the part* of hunters. He urged all persons who
handle fire arms to observe safety rules and to take no chances
that may endanger the life of a
fellow hunter.

Beautiful
Nylon
Hosiery
$1.65 and $1.95
With Gift
Folder

«y
HUMMINGBIRD
and
JANET

Princeton
Shoe Co.
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8 PIECE DINING R O O M SUITE
ust imagine how happy the family will be when they see
uch a delightful new modern dining room in their home!
includes beautiful

luffet, extension table, host chair and 5 side chairs. Upholtered

seats.

R E G U L A R $189.50 V A L U E S

Special

169

50

10 PIECE D U N C A N PHYFE
DINING R O O M SUITE

Handsomely
cut,

onsi6ting of china closet, buffet, serving table, extension

double -

breasted

ble. host chairs. Beautiful Mahogany finish.

wool

REGULAR $269.50 VALUE

a I1

plaid.

Large selection
of colors. Full

Special

1 9 8

hop our large store for hundreds of practical gifts for
very member of the family.

run of sizes.

50

Free delivery Service.

Perfect Performance
for Leading M e n "
Get set for the holidays now! Drop in today and
select one of our action-loving guaranteed good

ordan Furniture Co.
(Incorporated)

HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

"Hopkinsville'* Leading Home Furnishers"

Bern, Switzerland —UP)— The
Bern cantonal council has proposed woman suffrage In community affairs.
So long as women do not have
the right of suffrage in Switzerland, "we have only half a democracy," said the council's memorandum.
The cantonal recommendation
Is that local authorities grant woman suffrage In local elections
within a period of three months.

Give Her

SEASON

fte suite is of finest Walnut Veneer,

Woman Suffrage
For Switzerland

fits . . . We'll alter it for you "just in time!" low
cost.

QoMftame^L
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"
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By Mies Nola Wilson
The cold weather, enjoyed by
many, has been used for hog
killing, and corh is being gathered.
Prayer meeting, conducted by
Mr. Ralph Halle, had good attendance. Sunday School had an attendance of 28. Officers and
teachers for the coming year
were elected. Mr. Harold P'Pool
was reelected superintendent and
Mr. James Farris .vaa elected
assistant superintendent and Mr.
Aaron Rogers secretary
and
treasurer. Mr. Orman Jewell was
reelected adult teacher, Mrs. Harold P'Pool young peoples' teacher, Miss Nola Wilson junior
teacher and Mrs. Press Lilly card
class teacher.
W. M. S. met Tuesday, Dec. 2,
for pTayer for foreign missions.
Thcwe present were: Mrs. Claud
Storms, Mrs. Ernest Lacey, Mrs.
Zora Wilson and Miss Nola Wilson.
Mrs. Leslie Ladd was on the
sick list for some time but is
better.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbal Rogers
and children, of Hopkinsville, and
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Rogers were
dinner guests of Mrs. Annie Rogers and family Sunday. The dinner was in honor of little Roderick Rogers' birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burress,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P'Pool and
little daughter, Mary Barbara,
were dinner guests of Mrs. W. H.
Burress at Princeton, in honor of
her birthday. We wish them all
many more happy birthdays.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Rogers spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Rat-

Thursday, December

KENTUCKY

Commissioner's Sale

CHRISTMAS FOR PACIFIC—Shown above in Portland, Ore., (Dec. 4) ia a merchant
vessel being loaded with 75,000 evergreen trees, along with holly and mistletoe to
bring cheer to the Hawaiian yule season. ( A P Wirephoto)

visited Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rogers Sunday.
Miss Nola Wilson visited Mrs.
Zora Wilson Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haile
visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Haile near Claxton one night recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Dillingham were in Paducah Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Bob McGowan, of Herrin, 111., visited
his father, Mr. Hugh McGowan,
recently.
Mr. N. I. Teasley visited his
daughter, Mrs. Leslie Ladd Sunday.
Mr. Harold Childress of Providence has been here digging
wells. So far he ha3 finished one
on the farm of Mrs. Zora Wilson and is now digging one on
Mr. Higdon's farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haile
visited Mr. and Mrs. Cleaton
Haile recently.
Mr. John Denham, of Colorado, has recently visited relatives
here.
Mr. Harold Wayne Haile, formerly of here, but now of Indianapolis, Ind., and his wife were
calling in this vicinity last week.
Mrs. Wallace Oden and children visited Mrs. Desmond Hensley last week.
Mrs. Ellen Farris visited Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Ladd
Pepti-Cola Company, Long Island City. N. Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company visited Mr. and Mrs. Major Ladd
liXf Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haile were
at the hog killing at Mr. Clarence Farriss' Monday.
Mrs. Julia Dunning, who resided in this community many
years ago, was buried Tuesday
at Dunning Cemetery. Before her
marriage to Mr. Bill Dunning,
she was Miss Pulia Bryant. She
i3 survived by one stepson, Byard
Dunning and one stepgrandson,
Earl Dunning, who was reared
by Mrs. Dunning and her husband. She is fondly remembered
in this community. ,
Mr, and Mrs. Waylon Rogers

Ralph Haile Saturday,
at Princeton Monday.
Mr. Claud Lindsey of Providence has been digging a cellar
for Mrs. Zora Wilson.
Mr. Aubrey Hammonds of
Princeton visited Mr. Urey Peek
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Blythe and
children, Mr. Amo3 Farris, Mrs.
Nolie Fletcher, Miss Hildan Farris and Mr. Buddie Newson
visited Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Croft Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haile
visited his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Haile, near Cross, Thanksgiving.
Mrs. Nadine Long of Evansville
spent Thanksgiving at home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Storms
were at Mr. Jim Reece's at Otter Pond Sunday afternoon.
Mr. J. C. Drennan, of Eddyville, visited his aunt, Mrs. Alice
Ladd, Saturday.
Mr. Bobbie Thomas visited his
daughter, Mrs. Aubrey Croft,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Harle
were at Mr. Will Baker's at the
hog killing one day last week.
Newfoundland is a little larger
than Ohio.

in
HOPKINSVILLE
shop

wicarso
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STATE OF KENTUCKY,
CALDWELL CIRCUIT COURT:
Victor K. Hillyard, Plaintiff
Vs.
Mable Winn, Johnie Winn, Philip
Sheridan, Mrs. Philip Sheridan,
Heirs of Ida M. Tudor,
Defendant
In EQUITY
By virtue of a judgment of
the Caldwell Circuit Court rendered the above entitled cause
at the October Term, 1947, the
undersigned will on 1st Monday,
the 22nd day of December, 1947,
being County Court day,
the
hour of 1 p.m., at the Courthouse
door In Princeton, Ky., proceed
to expose to public sale to the
highest bidder the following property:
The said three tracts of land
lying in Caldwell County, Ky.,
are described in words and figures as follows:
Beginning at a stone on the
Bellville road,
Boyd's corner,
thence with his line S. 49 Vi W
to a fallen hickory at the foot
of a bluff, thence with the meanders of said bluff S 72 E 17 P S
E 16 P S 14 E. 19 P. S 9 W
16 P. S 8 E 50 P S . 19V4 W 48
to a stake Siglers corner, thence
N 49V4 W 48 to Easley's corner
thence S 67 E 65 P. to a black
oak on said road, thence with
the meanders of said road to the
beginning containing 70 acres
more or less. Another tract joining the above. It being same
conveyed to H. G. Hillyard by
E. F. Waide and wife by Deed
dated January 27th, 1912, recorded in Deed Book 38, page
444, in Caldwell County Court
Clerk's office. Bounded as follows: Beginning at a stone on
the Bellville Road, running South
of E. to a cedar, thence about E
to a branch, thence down said
branch with its meanders to Geo.
Riggs line thence with his line
about S to J. S. Sigler's line,
thence with his line West to a
dogwood and B. Oak on side of
said road, thence with said road
north to the beginning containing 20 acres or less.
Another
tract of land lying and being in
Caldwell County, Kentucky the
three tracts
consisting of 120
acres more or less and the three
tracts is the same lands conveyed to John Tudor by H. G. Hillyard and wife dated June 1,
915, and of record in Deed Book
34, page 426, Caldwell County
Court Clerk's office, and also by
deed from W. D. Tudor and wife
dated Jan. 24, 1921, and of record in Deed Book 52, page 214,
Caldwell County Court Clerk's
office, and willed to Ida Tudor
by J. R. Tudor, see Will Book
"D" page 189, and being the
same property conveyed to R.
D. Andrews by E. G. Hillyard,
et al, by deed dated August 2,
1944, of record in Caldwell Co.
Court Clerk's office, in Deed
Book 79, page 153, said property
descended to the first parties

(E. G. Hillyard) et al, being the
heirs and next of kin of Mrs.
Ida Tudor Andrews. See affidavit of Descent in Deed Book 79,
page 1S2, Caldwell County Court
Clerk's office. Being the same
three tracts of land conveyed to
R. D. Andrews to Victor E. Hillyard by deed dated March 14,
1947, of record in Deed Book 79,
page 155, Caldwell County Court
Clerk's office.
1 Said
sale is being made for
the purpose of division among
heirs.
The purchaser will be required
to' give bond with good personal
security for the payment of the
purchase money, payable to the
Master Commissioner, bearing 6
percent interest from date until
paid, having the effect of a
Judgment or Replevin bond, on
which execution may issue at

WING

maturity, with a lien reserved
for the payment thereof. Said
sale will be made on a credit of
•lx months.
Attorney: Baker.
Princeton, Ky., 1947.
£ m y Frances Littlepage,
Master Commissioner C.C.C.
3t—Dec. 18

B u r g l a r s Are Fi nicky

About Housekeeping
Billings, Mont.

bi»r»

»tter!

-

glari who stole a rifl < * u
«, two.
and a can of tobacc,
J '
Wersal's house took tim.

<
•I

'*

TIPS

If you live beyond the
power lines you'll want
this attractive modern
radio. It's dependable —
extra easy on batteries—
amazing in its power and
tone quality. Model 180,

ht SmtM kit fit Ufkr
Training Under G . I. Bill
Rental and Charter Service

N O W XMAS

PRINCETON FLYING SERVICE
OMIII

l a w r t n c t I . Sims, ir. — Homer Mitchell
Princeton

J

Wersal w as . w *
when he found the r £ f f *
Acetylene gas provided much tayed long enough to
of this country's lighting before heir dirty dishe, and
w *l|
the era of the electric lamp.
floor.

"I iold kim It dropfey><M officf MM «

•

n

Special

Kentucky

$4495

For A Quick Increase In
Yield Plus A Steady Soil
Improvement Over The
Years!

ALSO
Free to you one $7.50

_ HOS^PHATE

C^eck the advantages of phosphorus in the powdered rock
phosphate form . . .
1. No burning or other crop
damage
2. Won't leach out of the soil
3. MORE phosphorus per dollar
4. Permanent soil benefits
5. Less lodging of grain
6. Improved root development
7. Bigger profit per dollar invested, year after year!
Spread Four Leaf now on alfalfa or clover or on fields
you'll seed to alfalfa or clover,
writ* to . . .
Thomson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn Street
Chicago 5. Illinois

fori
ui

AB Battery

Princeton
Lumber Co.
Phone 260

for

Women's

,.

Wear

" N o t More, But Better Merchandise"
exclusively yours

How P a s t e u r i z e d M i l k Safeguards
Your Family's Health
=

(Incorporated)

TWO OR
FOURWHEEI-DRIVE
MODELS
'JEEP" PICK-UP TRUCK

Willys-Overland Mokes Truck History with Two Great Lines
of 'Jeep' Trucks Designed for Economy and Long Life

4,700 LBS.
TO

5,300 LBS.

-J6R0SS VEHICLE W6T.

RADIO
Repair
All Makes

Service Guaranteed

S e e them n o w — p o s t w a r - m o d e l "Jeep" T r u c k s , with
c o m p l e t e l y new c h a s s i s a n d b o d i e s , t r u c k - e n g i n e e r e d
by the m e n w h o build the tough, r u g g e d U n i v e r s a l " J e e p . "

PRINCETON
LUMBER C O .

T w o great l i n e s — r e g u l a r T w o - W h e e l D r i v e a n d a
s e n s a t i o n a l Four-Wheel Drive, c r e a t e d by the w o r l d ' s
l a r g e s t m a k e r o f 4-wheel-drive vehicles.

S. Seminary St.
Phone 260

Feature by feature, both lines are d e s i g n e d to give
you everything you want in a t r u c k —

SALSBU.RY SAL

— L o w e r weight f o r o p e r a t i n g e c o n o m y . » ; g r o s s
vehicle weights o f 4,700 to 5,300 l b s . with nominal p a y l o a d s o f '/* to I t o n .

3/4 TO 1 TON

— T h e gas-thrifty Willys-Overland " J e e p " E n g i n e ,
w o r l d - f a m o u s for l o n g life a n d l o w u p k e e p .

NOMINAL PAYLOAO

—-Functional b o d i e s , p r o t e c t e d
hood, comfortable cab.

lights,

extra-wide

SEE THEM N O W — A N D GET Y O U R ORDER I N !

FOURTEEN

Look

BODY

AND

CHASSIS

'VARIATIONS

BOILING POINT

NOT
BOILED

COOKING

PASTEURIZATION
TUBERCULOSIS

GERMS KILLED—

UNDULANT

'JEEP' PLATFORM-STAKE TRUCK

'JEEP' CANOPY TRUCK

GERMS KILLED

315 Kentucky Ave.

Paducah, Ky.

140
139

160

143

PASTEURIZATION

138

SCARLET FEVER
TONSILITIS

-

GERMS KILLED

137

"TYPHOID -- DYSENTRY
GERMS KILLED

130

DIPTHERIA
GERMS KILLED

98.6

" B O D Y TEMPERATURE.

Germs mul-

tiply rapidly in unpasteurized milk-

32 - F R E E Z I N G

The illustrative thermometer chart (above) shows the pasteurizing temperature and the
lar temperatures at which harmful and deadly germs are killed. Maintenance of this
gree temperature is necessary to permanently obliterate the germs.

O N

THIS

P R O T E C T I O N

IN

e'

THE

MILK YOU FEEO Y O U R FAMILY!

'JEEP' TRUCK CAB & CHASSIS

STONE MOTOR CO.

COOKED

Pasteurized milk is not boiled or cooked. It is scientifically heated to a temperature of 1 « degrees Fahrenheit, according: to State Board of Health regulations, and kept at this temperature tor 30 minutes. This destroys all harmful bacteria and does not affect the taste.

**

11

FEVER

143

STREP T H R O A T - 133

INSIST
•JEEP* VAN TRUCK

C O M M E N C E S " 160

Thermometer shows temperatures at
which fatal disease germs are killed
in pasteurization.

Or. Saltbury't AVI-TON Is o
convenient flock treatment for
removal of largo roundworms
and cecal worm* of chicken*.
Treat your flock regularly—
keep birds healthy ar|d productive!

OR

In Pasteurization the Board o f H e a l t h
requires that milk be held at 143 degrees for 30 minutes to kill all harmful bacteria found in milk that is not
pasteurized.

GfcKMS KILLED

Ust AVI-T0H—
Just Mix m
Mush—it Kills
Roundworms And
Suvts You Cash /

Pasteurized Milk Is

Wood Drug Store

Phone S11

Prlneoton, Ky.

»

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.

w.
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year The Leader Is
larding the letters of children
Lis area to good Saint Nick
^ secret workship near the
j, pole, who trys at ChristI to give each child as near
Bsible his heart's desire.
(Santa Claus,
lave been a good boy. Please
b me a B-B-Gun, flash light,
[ candy and nuts and fruit.
win this

How To Relieve
Bronchitis

k y Smith
[ Santa Claus
Lve been good bring me toys,
L, coconuts pecans, tanger[ apples and cowboy boots.
Lnk you,
Patricia Smith
rybody reads The Leader!

Hi There!

CHOSEN 'CORN KING'—Walter J. Harpel (above), 45,
of Crawfordsville, Ind., holds up an ear of corn out of the
exhibit, in Chicago, which won him the "Corn King" title
of the United States and Canada at the International
Livestock show. The yellow dent 844D variety was selected best of the show. (AP Wirephoto)

Air Cadets Can
Resume Training

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

II b e a r o u n d

to again g i v e y o u good service next

year

Wartime-qualified aviation cadets whose hopes for pilot training with the Air Force were
ended by the curtailment of the
aviation cadet program in 1944-45
may be reinstated, S-Sgt. Bert
Lieber, local recruiter, said.
The United States Air Forces
estimates there are approximately 35,000 young men who qualified for Aviation Cadet Training
during the war and were awaiting assignment to or actually undergoing flying instruction when
the program wa3 curtailed because of successful progress of
the war.
The acceleration of the cadet
program to a total of 3,000 Aviation Cadets during 1948 will make
is possible for t}ie Air Force to
fulfill its obligation to many of
these men who volunteered during the war. Men in this special
category, S-Sgt Leiber said, may
be reinstated merely by passing
the required physical examination, if they are unmarried, between 20 and 26 hi years old, and
have had two or more years of
satisfactory college study.
Formerly qualified cadets interested in resuming pilot train-

Madisonville Awards
Filter Plant Contract

Madisonville— (JP) —The city
council ha3 awarded a contract
to the Ruby Construction Company, of Madisonville, on its bid
of $126,900 for construction of an
addition to the city filter plant.
The addition will increase the
plant's capacity from one million
to two million gallons a day,
Mayor David A. Parish said.
The work is to start by next
April and will be financed
through a revenue bond issue.
The art of casting metal, or
foundry work, is one of the oldest of the basic industries.
ing should write directly to Headquarters, United States Air Force,
Attention Cadet Section, Washington 25, D. C., for information
and instructions.
FOR WINTER CLOIHES
AND HOMES OF CHEER
BILL DOLLAR'S HELP
IS PROMPT AND NEAR .

How women and girls
May get wanted relief

Music Lovers

Louisville Philharmonic Concert
Saturday Night, Dec. 13?

Hitchhiker Takes
Six Sleepers For Ride

Protect the health and haoomees of
your family wish warm clothing and
a cozy home. Well gladly kaip w*h
a friendly cash loan.

Up to 20 months to pay

(Eaat Sid* of Square)
106 Court Square, Princeton
Pho. 470

Reno, Nev.—(JP)—Just how this
accident happened still isn't quite
clear, but there it is on the
sheriff's blotter.
It shows seven persons were
riding on a jeep which turned
over after careening from one
side of the highway to the other.
Six of them said they were asleep when it happened.
The seventh, a hitchhiker, was
driving. Nobody was injured beyond minor bruises.

Sparkle for Yuletide Festivities —
And Real Gift-Thrift for Christmas!

Commercial scale production of
dry ice or solid carbon dioxide,
began in 1925.

Electrical

Sequins gay as Christmas tree'
lights twinkle on these elegant pew
dresses. Expert handling of fine
rayon crepe gives them new, enchantingly feminine airs—in perfect keeping with gala holiday
moods!

6 l f T $

Watch the happy gleam come into Mom's eyes when
Tiny waists, full hips, fragile
shoulders, long hemlines on slim
or whirling skirts. Rich black or
deep new Winter shades form striking backgrounds for the brilliant
trimming. Juniors', misses'
women's sizes.

she first catches sight of the new shining, electric refrigerator, range, toaster or broiler "under the tree."
These are gifts every homemakers wants and appreciates. Give Mother a "current" favorite this Christmas.

She'll Love One of These!

GLAMOUR DRESSES

Soft, long-wearing rayon c r e p e bright with sequins, beads and bits
of metal. Luxurious rayon velvet,
too, and gay rayon prints! Juniors'*
misses', women's sites.
Minnfn
' f>"""i'v.LWW
f 143
t*fflPer*'

Shortt Electric Co

W. Market St

P L E A S E return
Alit for it rithtr my... htk
tradr-mcrkl mean Iht torn* Hint.empty bottfss promptly
SOTTUD UNDER AUTHOtWTY OF TWl COCA-COCA COMPANY I V
HOPKINSVILLK

Phone 38

Watch Your
Kidneys

More than one million tons of
chlorine are used in the United
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Harper, States annually.
llelp T h e m Clranee t b e B l o o d
Mrs. Gilbert BlacKburn, Mrs.
of H a r m f u l Body W a i t *
from
functional
periodic
ptin
Pratt McNeeley and Mr. and
Y o u r k M n n u i a o u t u t l y fUterlac
waste matter I r o n the bloud i t r a t m . But
Mrs. C. C. Harper attended the
Cardui la a liquid U w d l d n e w h i c h
kidneys somatlmee lag to th*lr w o r k — d o
m a n y w o m e n aay h i s b r o u g h t relief
out act as Nature Intended (ail to refuneral of Mr. Lovell at Eddyf r o m the cramp-Ukd a t o n y and n * r m o v e Impuritia* liiat, 11 retained, may
rou* s t r a i n o f
ftnctlooal
porlodla
poison the ayatera and upaot th* whola
ville Sunday.
ln.dy machinery.
Bro. Stovall and family were
Bymptoma may ba nagging b a c k a c h e ,
parsiataut haadache, attache of disslasaa,
guests of Mr. and Mri. Henry
getting up nigltla, awelhng, pufflnee*
Thompson and Mrs. Riley Sunu n d v the «yee a feeling of narrow*
a a i l e t y and luae uf pep a n d s t r e n g t h .
day.
Other eigne uf kidney or bladder dieorder are aomatimae burning, scanty or
Mr. and Mrs. George Bear, of
too
frequeat urination.
for* "your
There should be no d o u b t that prompt
Ohio, and Mrs. Alvin Brown,
should t>ei|
treatment te wiaer than neglect. Uee
due
to
pur
Detroit, and M i s s
Christine
D e a n ' s f i l l , . Doun's have b a n winning
new frlaada for more than forty year*.
Brown, Bowling Green spent
Try Cardui. If It help*, you'll
T h e y h a r e a netion-wlde reputation.
be glad you did.
<
Are rt^oin mended by gratefid p e o p l e the
Thanksgiving with Mr. and Mrs.
country o r e r . Atk tour ntifkior I
Jimmy Harper.
Several attended the services
here on Thanksgiving Day.
John Ed Thompson has been
ill with chicken pox.
Mrs. Eunice Riley returned
Wednesday from Detroit where
3he had spent several weeks with
her husband and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruford Harper,
Detroit, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Harper, Princeton, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Harper Thanksgiving Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvan Winn and
family were diner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Floy Winn, of Fredonia,
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Orvell Tabor and
daughter, of Detroit, were recent
guests of Mrs. Linnie Tackwell
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Harper
and family spent Thanksgiving
with Mr. and Mr3. A. W. Harper.
Mrs. Lois Rowland is on the
sick list.
Mrs. Flora Morgan, Greta Morgan and Mrs. Winn, of Marion,
spent Friday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Sylvan Winn.
Mrs. Joe Rustin and daughter I
are visiting her mother, Mrs.
Linnie Tackwell.
• Mr. and Mrs. Roy Harper visited Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Harper Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Boyd, Evansville, spent the holidays with
HAVE YOU BOUGHT YOUR TICKETS FOR THE
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Booker.
Mr. Jimmy Riley spent Thursday night with Mr. and -Mrs.
Henry Thompson.
Mrs. Flora Morgan, Greta Morgan and Mrs. Winn, of Marion,
Mre. Sylvan Winn and Micheal,
called on Mary D. Harper Friday night.
Mrs. Will Rowland and Mrs.
Your patronage is solicited as a mark of appreciation our
Richard Rowland called on Mrs.
community has of this cultural attraction.
Oscar Fox Thursday.
Mrs. Gerald Harper and daughter spent Friday with Mrs. Lee
Harper.
Several from here attended the
shower at the home of Mr. Layman Tosh Saturday night for Mr.
B. T. DAUM, Prop
and Mrs. Ollie Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Glendle Sullivan
visited Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Harper Wednesday night.

COCA-COLA

BOTTLING

COMPANY

O t » 4 7 . The Coco-Coto Cowpaey

I

w S. HH

Rll I
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Tiger Cagers To
Open At Guthrie

ivestock Market

The cattle market was fully
50 cents higher than last week
and active at the advance on the
Princeton Livestock Market MonHackett Not Optimistic day, it was reported by Brad
Lacy, manager. Total head sold
As Squad Lacks
was 939. Baby beeves topped at
Experienced Notters
$29; No. 1 veals, $31; and hogi,
The Butler High School basket- $26.25.
ball team opens its season at
Guthrie Thursday night, Dec. 11,
instead of Tuesday at Fredonia,
as previously announced, Coach
Johnnie Hackett said. The Guthrie game, scheduled last week
Don Morgan, rangy tailback on
was a late addition to the seaButler High's Tiger squad, was
son'* card.
Coach Hackett declares him honored with a place on the
self pessimistic about the chan Courier-Journal's 26th All-Star
ces of Tiger cagers in competi football third team, chosen by a
tion this year. Don Morgan and committee of Kentucky coaches,
Joe Guess are the only mem- officials and writers. C. W- Marbers of the squad having experi- tin, hero of the Marion game,
ence a3 first stringers last year. received honorable mention.
Players turning out for squad
Coach 'Tip' Downing
said
practice last week were: Charles Monday several universities have
Babb, Kenneth Barrett, Billy made overtures to the speedy
Clegg, W. R. Ethridge, Robert Don, naming
Kentucky and
Franklin,, Haydon Gilkey
Joe Georgia. Morgan, a graduating
Guess, Jerry Hogan, William senior, and 20 others, will reHunter, Robert E. Lee, Billy ceive football letters next week.
Lewis, Billy McCaslin, Don MorLettermen this year are: Billy
gan,
Curtis Pinnegar,
Jerry Glenn Cartwright, A. C. NuckP*PooL
Byron Rogers, Joe Singleton home games this year, C o a c h
Jackie Pedley, Fred Taylor, Troy Hackett said, and will be transWilhelm, Billy Wilkerson, Don ferable, so they may be used by
Russell, Jimmie Richie, Nay Pin anyone. If more than 100 are sold,
seats will be reserved by ticket
negar and Dennis Cummins.
Seasons tickets will be sold for numbers, he stated.

Morgan, Martin On
All-Star Squad

AT KEACH'S
(INCORPORATED)

CLASSIFIED ADS

p i v e her a washing machine—
$119.95. Joiner's.
2tc
FOR RENT: Furnished apart
ment; modern
conveniences
with bath. Phone 425.
ltp

alMr

JUICY FLORIDA

Oranges

8 - 39<

FOR SALE: Lumber: No. 1 flooring drop siding; No. 1 boards.
Call or see H. C. Russell, tfc
FOR SALE: Second-hand typewriter. Phone Mrs. J. D. Stephens. Telephone 31.
tfc.

•

YOUR

SELECTION

FROM

OUR

BOUNTIFUL

STOCK.
OF

EVERY MEMBER

THE FAMILY

APPRE-

CIATES A GIFT FOR THE
HOME.

FOR RENT: Offices; excellent location; newly decorated. Wood
Realty
Co. Phone 142 or
120-J.
3tc

Victorian Rockers

For The Living Room

Nothing could be finer than a
new living room suite!
You'll
find both modern and period
styles awaiting your selection.

High back. AU-mahogany frames,
and attractive covers.

$54.95

$129.95

Platform Rockers

FLORIDA

O R A N G E or
BLENDED JUICE

Massive comfort in beautifully
styled, master tailored rockers.

$39.95

A graceful period sofa that will
brighten the homemaker's
heart.
$179.95

IT WILL PAY YOU TO SHOP KEACH'S
Sofa Bed

Charming Tables
Sectional sofas for modern living!
Style, comfort and durability I

$187.75

Your home will be more complete with one of these fine
tables.
Start at

$9.95

Attractive Bedroom Suites
Modern bedroom suites.
finish. Circle Mirror.

Good

$85.95

Floor and bridge lamps . . . attractive shades, polished metal
bases.

$14.95
I

If

Reclining Chairs and
Ottoman

«

Duncan Phyfe style dropleaf table. Elegance plus!

$59.95

Heavy coil spring construction.
Attractive covers. Comfortable.

$44.95
How About A Knee Hole
Desk?
A beautiful as weU as practical
piece of furniture that the whole
family will appreciate.

$39.95

Bright New Lamps

The gift supreme for Dad. Give
luxurious comfort for years to
come.

$59.95

FOR SALE: Two black cocker
spaniel puppies; 8 weeks old,
male—$18; female, $15; an ideal
Christmas gift. Phone Dawson
Springs 5053.
ltc

Chrome Breakfast Suite
Heavy hairpin type chrome legs.
S type chairs with leatherette
seats and backs.
$69.95

Wool Rugs and Broadloom
Plenty of good and fine qualities
in sizes needed to fit your rooms.
9x12 Axminsters.

$59.95

All persons knowing themsel
ves indebted to the estate of Mrs
Alpha Tudor, deceased, please
make settlement to me on or before Jan. 11, 1948 and all those
holding claims against said estate will be required to present
same, properly proven, by date
above.
F. H. Tudor
Administrator
3tp—Jan. 8

Home Economics Girls
Rate First Place

Twenty-two members of the
Butler High Chapter of the Future Home-Makers of America,
attended a district meeting at
Mayfield, Saturday, Dec. 6, a
feature of which was a style
show.
Two chapters, Butler High and
Murray Training, rated excellent,
highest award given. Judge3 based their decision on apearance
of the girls, most interesting idea
for the style show and performance of each girl.
Thosa participating were: Cynthia Cunningham, Barbara Graham, Nancy McGuirk, Ola Mae
Oliver, Jeanette Lamb, Irene
McCallster, Joyce Dearing, Mar
jorie Shoulders, Betty Dunn and
Lucy Vinson.
Everybody reads The Leader I

Iceberg 48 size

PASCAL CELERY

forken
: arewell

2 hd$.

jumbo 48 size stalk

Maine white

10-lb. bag

Red Delicious

2 lbs.

fresh

1 -lb. bag

lb.
fresh lean

G R O U N D BEEF

GOLDEN WHOLE
GRAIN CORN

lb.

All Good or Dawn

SLICED B A C O N

sugar cured

SMOKED J O W L S

lb.!
lb.

fresh bulk

PORK S A U S A G E

lb.

CHUCK ROAST super right beef full matured lb !
CHUCK ROAST cut from hvy. calves tdr.f eco. lb A
FRYERS

fresh, fuU dressed
GROCERY

FRUIT COCKTAIL
PEACHES

lb.

VALUES

Sultana

No. 1 can
[ The U.|
eriod
a\

California in syrup No. V l i can

VEGETABLE COCKTAIL Every Ready 46 oz. con I
SPARKLE

chocolate ice cream dessert 4 pkgs.!

GINGER ALE

Yukon Club

TOMATO SOUP

Campbell's

OLEOMARGARINE

FOR SALE: Irish Mail Racer,
suitable for child 4-12 years
old. Call or see Mrs. J. D.
S t e p h e n s , 506 Washington.
Phone 31.
ltp

Administrator's Notice

Duncan Phyfe Sofas

fillisW

M.

SMOKED PICNICS

ltp

Surprise the Family With Gifts For The Home

76

A & P SUPER RIGHT MEATS

Reliable man with car wanted
to call on farmers in Caldwell
County. Wonderful opportuni
ty. $15 to $20 in a day. No experience or capital required
Permanent. Write today. McNESS COMPANY, Dept A,
Freeport, 111.
2tp

PIANOS: Spinets — Grands —
Players—Uprights. Small down
payments. Easy monthly payments^arranged. Liberal tradein allowances. Free delivery.
Dye Piano Co., 409 S. Main,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
25tp

Fresh

CRANBERRIES

WANTED: Young couple to work
and live on a farm near Lawrenceville, 111. Give experience.
Must be honest and dependa-1
ble. Give reference. A yeararound job, a good lay-out for
the right couple. None other]
need apply. E. S. Robinson,
407 W. Spruce, Princeton, Ind.

$39.95

LETTUCE

APPLES

FOR SALE: 1941 Chevrolet; Mas
ter De-luxe, two door; Call
Fredonia, 24-W.
ltp

Wing back chairs add refinement
and grace to any home. Buy a
Each
pair!

COCOANUTS

POTATOES

FOR SALE: 1947 Kaiser; in first
class condition; 9000 miles. If
interested, call 4691, Dawson
Springs, Bill Noga.
ltc

MAKE

Volume

PRODUCE VALUES

FOR SALE: 100 bushels of sweet
potatoes; Puerto Rican and
Florida yams. If interested,
drop a card to R. E. Crook,
Crider, Ky. I will deliver, ltp

GhsUdntai

C O M M U N t l

Save Every Day in the
Shopping at l o u r A&V Food
Store 115 Court Square

FOR SALE' Monitor washing machine; apartment size; 1947
model; has wringer. Mrs. Reg
Lowery. Telephone 496.
ltc

in Hopkinsville

1ST

QUALITY and PRIC

Electric washing machines, waffle irons. Kentucky Appliance
Center, Market and Hawthorne
Sts.
ltc
IT'S T I M E TO P L A N T !
We have a complete line of
nursery s t o c k :
evergreens,
shruberv, fruit trees, grapevines and, in fact, everything
that grows in a nursery! Nursery stock grown by Vienna
Nurseries, Vienna, UI. See or
call H. L. Hobby, 205 S. Seminary. Telephone 153.
tfc

H

COMPAREI

Rocky
Horses—88c
to $8.98;
Rocking chairs, 88c to $1.98;
Dolls, 15c to $5.98; Smoke
stands, $4.98. Kentucky Appliance Center, Corner Market
and Hawthorne streets.
ltc

LARGE SIZE standard flower
pots. A. H. Templeton, florist.
Phone 103-J.
tc

[

J

FOR SALE: 1837 Chevrolet mo Buy season', ticket, fc, „
FOR SALE: Duo-Thermo
oil
basketball g ( u n e | J*»
State Highway W o r k e r D s
tor, first class condition. Ernest
heater; Ideal size tor home
ets transfer«blfc lf J
Killed Near Madluonvllle
Storm, 5 miles out on HopCan be seen at Purdy's, Prince
•old, .eats will be r
*
Mudljjonvillc --(/P)—Guy Ash- MONUMENTS: John Davis and
tfc
kinsville
Road.
tfc
ton, Ky.
277, Mrs
by, 67, of Earlington, a State
J. D.
Son. Phone 96.
tfc
Butler.
Highway
Department worker,
NOTICE: For heavy hauling Let me make your Xmas candies,
was killed instantly Tuesday af-. COMPLETE lubrication, washfudges, divinity and chocolate
anywhere, anytime, call H. C.
ternoon when he was struck by
creams Phone 3114 or leave FOR SALE. C h i ^ J ing, polishing and slmonlzing
Russell. Phone 64.
"c
$5 each. Call 823-w ^
a State Highway Department
orders at Little Cupboard Cafe
of car* and trucks. Mitchell
truck.
RUMMAGE
SALE:
Men's,
womMrs. Lee Mashburn.
2tc
implement Co. Phone 242. ltc
LOST: P a i T l T ^ en's and children's clothing
«cJims, in a k . u *
KENNEDY
RADIO
SERVICE
—
For
your
Sunday
Dinner
try
otir
and Maple living room luite
Only ab?ut ohe hundredth of
bably lost Frid.y F J * 1 '
302
Green
St.
Phone
365-J.
We
Chicken
Dinner.
Little
Cupand rocking chair. &03 N. Jef
Most babies and young chil- one percent of the earth's crust
Phone 124, Mary p^L*
pick up and deliver. Service
b>Hud
ird Cafe.
3tr
ltc
is copper.
ferson
St.
dren are farsighted.
guaranteed. George Gallaher,
service man.
tfc

ola, Othelle Gray, Carl Sholar,
L. C. Pinnegar, Jamea Mitchell,
Louard Williamson, C. W. Martin, Don Morgan.
Haydpn Gilkey, Charles Clark,
Gene Croft, Harold Price, Charles P'Pool, W. R. Ethridge, Jerry Hogan, Fred Taylor, Bill McCaalln, Bill Lubben, J. Cf Dunbar and Billy Creekmur.

Give Something
for THE HOME
IkiL

Thurtdoy, December n

KENTUCKY

CHED-O-BIT
Cheese Food Spread

Sure Good

SALAD DRESSING

qt. jar

Ann Page

APPLE SAUCE

A & P

RITZ CRACKERS

4 pkgs. 15<£

Mb. box!

Popular brands incl. tax ctn.
Sultana

LAYER C A K E .

2 lb. jar

VALUES

chocolate fudge

HOLIDAY C O O K I E S
LUBKUCHEN

Holiday cookies
DAIRY

LIFESAVER MINTS

No. 2 can 1

N.B.C.

RAKERY

CHEWING GUM or

Mb. dn.1
Mb. pkg.'

PEANUT BUTTER

NO. 300
CAN

1014 oz. can

MACARONI or Spaghetti Ann Page

CIGARETTES

CRANBERRY
SAUCE

3 full qts.

grade A medium ctn. d^1

E G G S Sunnybrook
BUTTER

FOODS

1 lbl

Wildmere roll

CREAM CHEESE
KEYKO MARGARINE - The

"

lb

Wisconsin Cream

Farm-Fresh Spread

Lucious on breads or hot vegetables has distinctive "farm fresh" milk
is extra nourishing with vitamin " A " added

USE A S A SPREAD FOR FLAVORING,
For Bath or Toilet:

Sweetheart Soap

SEASONING, B A K I N G j j ^ j
IVORY

XPERT

C A K E MIX

Bath Sise
18c
Toilet Sise . . . 11 Vic

Devils Food . . pkg. 25c
Ginger Bread pkg. 25c
White Cake . . pkg. 25c

CAMAY

BEECHNUT

TOILET SOAP

BABY F O O D S

Bar 11£

,

Pure a»d
Lg.

EIGHT O'CLOCK

TOILET SOAP

COFFEE

Bar 11^

1-lb. bag 40tf

^

bar 2<X

BORD^8
HEM0
Vitamin full m <

powder or W T i

Strained 3 jars 26£

LIFEBUOY

SOAP

59*
WALNUTS
FANCY

1-lb.

cello.

•

, ' •• '• r

^•mUr

Mr*, j

11. If

HE PRINCE TO

j.

Only 12 More

Shopping

Days Until Christmas

tfARDIO F I R S T P f t l Z K AS K C N T U C K Y ' S
t»M
t T COMMUNITY N C W S P A P K R ,

[
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fillis Weeps As
forkers Present
irewell

RICE

SVeekl

f* F o o d
lare
LUES

WINS "MISS HUSH" CONTEST

)ut-Going Governor
Raises 'Faithful' State
Employes A t E n d

)f His Term

Frankfort — A moist-eyed Kenfamily received a
cky first
lOOO Cadillac custom sedan
onday as the surprise farewell
|fi of some 4,000 State employes
iGovcrnor Simeon Willis and
5. Willis stood bareheaded on
west portico of the mansion,
pproximately 300 State officials
H employes shivered on the
nd-swept lawn. They heard
nance Commissioner Clarence
filler present the "token of apeciation."
The Governor could not reply
(mediately. He grasped Miller's
Ind warmly and swallowed
lid. Little Simeon Willis Meigs,
Governor's year-old grandbegan to cry.
|"You know, a baby can find
Jief in a way that is not given
us older people," the Goversaid huskily.
"I am deeply touched," he conbued. "I am sure you won't exct me to make a formal speech
gratitude on such notice. I
Ive appreciated this opportunito serve as Governor of Kencky. There is no adventure like
rving one's fellow man," he
ded.

Mrs. Ruth A-nnette Suhbie (seated), beams with joy
shortly after winning the Truth or Consequences "Miss
Hush" contest by naming dancer Martha Graham as
"Miss Hush." Her mother, Mrs. J. H. Cooper (right)
helps calm the excited winner, as an unidentified friend
answers one of the many phone calls she received in her
home in Fort Worth. (AP Wirephoto) .

|The Governor said the success
his administration "has been
ie to these faithful leaders and
|u workers. The most I could
was to encourage you," he
(ded.
The employes also presented a
lir of silver wine coolers and a
tge bouquet of red roses to Mrs.
pllis, a silver vegetable dish to
. and Mrs. Henry Meigs II, and
i silver cup to the Governor's
andson.
Ifter inspecting the new car,
Willis and the Governor
hted the throng. inside the
insion "to warm your feet."
tactically all of them accepted,
^yed a 6hort while, then rerned to their jobs.

11 Butler Pupils Moke
Special Roll Of Honor

Eleven Butler High School pu
pils were placed on the Special
Honor Roll for the second sixweek school, period, C. A. Horn,
principal, reported this week, and
119 were named to the regular
Honor Roll.
Special honor students; making 'A' grades in each subject
carried, were:
Senior Class: Joann Pickering.
Sophomore Class: David Alexander, Eleanor Ann Jones, Sara
Richie and Dorla Dean Stallins.
Freshman Class: Bettye Holt.
Eighth Grade: Ralph Anderson,
Katherine Hancock, Tom Stephens and Gloria Vinson.
Seventh Grade: Bryon Rogers.
Pupils on the regular Honor
Roll, allowed one 'C' grade with
others 'A' or 'B', were:
Seniors: Jinni Wood Barron,
Jane Beck, Doris Blackburn, Barbara Clift, Melva Cummins, Cynthia Cunningham, Sue Darnell,
Shirley Farmer, Barbara Graham, Nettie Hart, Doris Hays,
James Hopper, Anna K. Morris,
A. C. Nuckols, Roy Blain P'Pool,
Juanita P'Pool, Judy Pruett, J.
W. Roberson, Earl Skees, Irene
mith, Jean Watson, George
Webb, Hewlett Young, Dottie
Deen and Joan Watson.
Juniros: Ruth Adams, Lillian
Barnes, Charles Clark, Rosetta
Cummins, Delores Cunningham,
Marie Drennan, W. R. Ethridge,
Juanita Scott, Jacqueline Shoulders, Louise Sigler, Joel Stallins and Helen Fay Young.
Sophomores: Rosie Beck, Connie Brasher, Myrtle Candler, Carolyn Croft, Nancy Glenn, Billie
Joe Gresham, Zelma Herrod,

imee Hodge, Patsy Horn, Betty
Joe Mayes, Mary Virginia Meadows, Ormy Dale Meadows, Wilma Prince, Ann Quiaenberry,
Pearl Ramey, Rosemary Redd,
Wardella Reece, Mary Salyers,
Margaret Smith, H,oward Stone,
Naomi Mitchell, Robert McConnell, J o s e p h i n e McCallister,
Fred Taylor and Naomi. Thomas.
Freshmen: Nancy Armstrong,
Peggy Bates, Glenn Beavers,
Jean Creekmur, Wilma Cummins,
Marcella Davis, Hilda DeBoe,
Shirley Elder, Billie Joe Farless,
Nancy Farmer, Dorothy Felker,
Barbara Gibson, Betty Goodwin
Lewis Gray, Ozelle Haile, John
tart, James Mick, Sue Mitchell,
Lillie May Peters, Billie Jo
Pierce, Jerry P'Pool, Jim Siever, George Stevens, Lois Stegall, Jack Coog and Daniel
Thomas.
Eighth Graders: Donald Ausenbaugh, Stella Cochran, Denis
Faye French, Martha Sue Gresham, Judy Haile, MarjorieHam
by, Rebecca Jake, Bernard Jones,
Jackie Koltinsky, Margaret Ladd,
Jerry Lane, Patricia Lockhart,
Jim Richie, Marlin Robertson and
Wanda Scott.
Seventh Graders: Ken Barnes,
Janice Brinkley, Betty Ruth
Travis, Jo Ann Lewis, Betty Sue
Mitchell, Arlyn Mary Johnston,
Marion Hina, Peggy Ruth Guess,
Martha Evans, Wilma Brandon,
Christine Cravens, Patsy Quisen
ebrry, Chloe Ann Winters, Wanda Sue Hawkins, Robert Hogan,
Peggy Sue Ball, Barbara Futrell,
Gary Gilkey, Francis Hopper,
Lillie Pearl Fuller, J. C. Wyatt
and Donald Patterson.

rhe U. S. Navy in a three-year
riod produced 1,100 training
averaging two reels each

Phone 126

y
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Horns Gets Husband
Toyko —(/P)— A Japanese girl
unlucky enough to be homely can
get herself a man these days—
if she's lucky enough to have a
home that wasn't bombed out in
the war.

Let's make it a Personal Christmas by giving her a
gift from our store.

Frankfort — (JP) — The State
l\as purchased the Cumberland
Falls Hotel and 125 acres of land
for $40,000, Finance Commissioner Clarence Miller said Monday.
The State earlier agreed to buy
the tract from D. D. Stewart,
Lexjngton, for $65,000 but three
days after the agreement was
reached the 50-room hotel was
destroyed by fire. Only the kitchen and dining room escaped
ruin. Then the State balked at
paying $65,000 and negotiations
were reopened.
Insurance of $20,000 covered
the building. Stewart is expected
to get about three-fourths of that,
Miller said.
The land is in McCreary coun
ty, across from Cumberland Falls
Park.

Inspiration will come like magic, for

SEE OUR:

Officers And Directors Of
Banks In Four Counties
Attend Conference
At Marion

McCallie's Bob Taylor
Alternate Captain Bob Taylor, Bob is the second in his family
son of Mr. ahd Mrs. R. B. Tay- to play on McCallie teams. Rumlor, Locust street, played a guard sey, Jr., wa6 a halfback on the
position on the McCallie School's 1943 squad.
Young Taylor, as alternate capBlue Tornado football team in
tain, chose his mother as one of
the inaugural Orchid Bowl contwo team sponsors. Mr. and Mrs.
test Saturday, Dec. 16, at Catta- Taylor went to Chattanooga to
nooga, Tenn., against Augusta see the game. "The boys put up
Military Academy,
Mid-South a good scrap against the heavier
Prep School champion. Augusta junior college team," Mr. Taylor
won 27-13.
said.
Taylor last year played at
Bob is also a member of the
tackle, but was shifted to guard Mid-South championship basketthis year and has been one of the ball team, which opens defense
mainstays in the McCallie line. of its title this month.

CLEANER

Anyone having claims against
the estate of W. M. Martin, deceased, is requested to present
same, properly proven, not later
than January 1, 1948. Those indebted to the estate will please
make payment on or before January 1, 1948.
Guy E. Martin
Louise M. Cunningham.
Executors.
3tp—Dec 11

Complete with tools.

Everybody reads The Leader!

Shop Cayce-Yost's Balcony for the most complet^ Houseware
Department in West Kentucky.
•

Pressure Canners

•

Pressure Cookers

•

Dinnerware Sets

•

Silverware Sets

ea

•

House Coats

•

Clothes Hampers

|g.pkg.

•

Hose

•

Gowns

•

Costume Jewelry

ON FUEL-OIL !

DUO-THERM
fuel oil H E A T E R S
with POWER-AIR
Now A v a i l a b l e '

)DS

medium dfc

•

Also many other items that
will make attractive gifts.

OH*

For thrifty, workless, dirt]ess heating—get a
Duo-Therm I
The new Duo-Therms are the same as pre. war models now delivering more heat from
l&aa fuel in 500,000 American homes.
Same exclusive features I Same outstanding
performance!
Revolutionary Power-Air gives 3-times better heat distribution while eavini up to 25%
on fuel.
Exclusive Dual-Chamber Burner gives clean,
silent heat—and mora heat from every drop
of oil.
Other exclusive features bring you extra

• W e have a complete line of
Hallmark Cards, as well as
Christmas wrapping.

HEMO

Viumin f^ f j *
ponder or
59*

Suia

& £ltfo>

warmth and efficiency . . . at no extra cost/

'

M a d )
turer

by
of

Ammr/oa'a
Fuel

Oil

L a r f — t
H — t i n i

M a n u f a c -

A p p l i a n c e .

SMITH'S FURNITURE
V

. •
•
•
• ••
•Ml

mm

M . , S i

/

107.00

Sweaters

Hager and Roseville
Pottery

Tank Models

87.95

•

•

•

79.95

Lingerie

HAND MADE HANDKERCHIEFS

Upright Models

Sweeps

Executors' Notice

•

Mb.

•

It Beats As It

Cosmetics

Roseville Pottery

Bank officers and directors of
Caldwell, Lyon, Crittenden and
Livingston counties joined in a
group meeting at Marion Monday night and heard R. G. Williams, Somerset, president of the
Kentucky Bankers Association,
explain the organization's planned program for 1948. The conference was one of 23 such meetings held in the State during recent weeks.
Attending from Caldwell county were Glenn Farmer, Edwin
Lamb and Charles Ratliff, First
National Bank; Carl Sparks, J. B.
Lester and B. T. Daum, Farmers
National Bank, and V. E. Coleman, W. M. Young, Elbert Beck,
Dan Bugg and Clay Norman, Fredonia Valley Bank.
Lyon county bankers present
were A. B. Thomson, C. J. Clifton and R. P. Whittington, Citizens Bank of Kuttawa. Mr. Thomson is a member of the State Agricultural Committee of the KBA,
first association of bankers in the
United States to employ a full
time agricultural representative.
Purpose of the Marion group
meeting was to bring activities
of the Kentucky Bankers Association to the attention of officers
and directors of Kentucky banks.
(Please turn to back page)

THE " H O O V E R "
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THRILLING GIFTS FOR CHRISTMAS MORN

Toyko—(JP)—The Japanese government wants to lure tourists
back to Japan—particularly freespending Americans.
It is considering a program to
spend 3,000,000,000 yen rebuilding and modernizing hotels and
the transportation system to draw
the tourists, who once provided
Japan with a major source of revenue.
Officials hope 200,000 tourists a
year can be attracted and believe closer relations with the
United States as a result of the
occupation will help draw Americans.

SAVES 25%

we have a complete line to show you.

Bankers Discuss
Service Program
At Group Meeting

IN ORCHID BOWL GAME

Japan Wants
American Tourists

State May Acquire
Burned Hotel Near
Cumberland Falls

WYLIE & W I L L I A M S O N

Number 2 4

P h a n , 92

•

Cosco Stools

•

Wearever Aluminum

•

Pyrex

I
I

THE P R I N C E T O N LEADER, PRINCETON,
Lights Step Up
Egg Production

Veterans selling property purchased with G. I. loans should obtain releases from personal liability as protection against defaulted payments by the new owners,
Veterans Administration said today.
VA Branch officials in Columbus (O) pointed out that a veteran remains personally liable tor
repayment of a loan after selling
his property if the new owner
fails to keep" up the payments.
The veteran may have to pay part
of the debt defaulted by the new
owner if the property is sold for
less than the unpaid balance of
the loan.
Veterans should obtain releases
from personal liability on their
G. I. loans by express agreement
with the lenders, upon selling or
transferring property.
VA officials cautioned veterans
to beware of deals in which they
are offered lucrative fees if they
will use their G. I. loan guarantee
to purchase property for other
persons. In these cases, also, the
veteran is liable for the amount
of the loan if the ultimate buyer
defaults in his payments.

G r e e c e Repairs
Its Lighthouses

Mr». W. R. Moreland of Trimble county last year used electric lights in her poultry laying
house for the first time and
found they paid well. Starting
in the fall of 1040 with a flock
of 146 White Rock hens, she had
a total income of (1,353.43, not
including the poultry and eggs
used at home. For the 12-month
period, her flock averaged 136
hens, and laid an average of
204.9 eggs a hen.
Mrs. Moreland told
Firm
Agent J. G. Dye that she bought
her chicks from a hatchery in
April. They were well fed during the summer, and then were
put into a dry, well-ventilated
laying house in the fall. During
the four winter months when
eggs were highest in price, her
flock averaged 68 eggs a hen.
which permits VA to make loaVis
or advance subsistence payments
to veterans enrolled in educational or training programs.
Under Public Law 16, which is
the Vocational Rehabilitation Act
for disabled veterans, a $1,S00,000 revolving fund has been provided to make advancements not
exceeding $100 to disabled veterans who are entering training.
The advancement must be repaid
to VA in installments.

Decembei

Thursday,

KENTUCKY

News re|

Athens —Of)— To help bring
Greece's coastline back to Us prewar condition the navy group of
the American Mission for Aid to
Greece is encouraging the Greek
navy in a project to rebuild and
rehabilitate lighthouses.
Cmdr. H. L. Jukes of San Francisco, engineering technical officer, says the navy group has approved an order of the Greek admiralty to buy $224,750 worth of
lighthouse equipment from Sweden.
During the war navigation aids
were neglected or ruined by the
Germans. Greece's e x t e n s i v e
coastline has about 400 major
lights.

Uo made up

Fourteen
members of
the
Quinn 4-H Club answered roll
call by naming their favorite
breakfast cereal at their first
regular meeting at the school
building November 24. L*o Hill
is president, Roy Towery vice
president.
The follewing topics were discussed: "A Call for Help", by
Elenor Crenshaw; "When Hunger
Strikes", by Shirley Hill; "A
Meatless Day," by Ella Mae Massey, and "Let's Get into a §at
Killing Contest", by Roy Massey,
Jr. The group sang "America
the Beautiful", lfd by Bonrtie
Lowery.
Visitors were Mrs. Lenoth Hop-
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CHAMPION OF T H E M ALL—Claude Millwee (left), 18,
of Fort Cobb, Okla., holds onto his 1,100 pound Shorthorn
calf, " B i g Boy" who was crowned grand champion steer
of the world at the International Livestock Exposition in
Chicago. Henry W . Marshall (center), president of the
exposition presents the blue ribbon to the winner. A t right
is Richard de Quincey of England, judge of the show.
( A P Photo)

Veterans Administration said
Farmers in Monroe county savtoday in answer to several inquir- ed more than 20,000 pounds of
ies that there is no provision in red clover seed this fall, about a
the G. I. Bill (Public Law 346) third more than in 1946.

FRIENDLY

FINANCING

FOR CASH THAT PUTS
YOU ON YOUR FEET
OUR 20-MONTH LOANS
JUST CAN T BE BEAT I
Now you can borrow under our
new twenty-month plan. This
g l v l l you extra cash to pay
bills, buy things you need, and
do other worthwhile things , .
and spread the payments over
a lull twenty-month period.
Phone or comt in today. You'll
tike our friendly service, and,
prompt
confidential _ way ' of

Up to 20 months to pay

5nteV4totc

FINANCE CORPORATION OF KV

106 E. Court Square
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 470

LOUIS M. HARDMAN, Myr.

SANTA CLAUS

Yes, Barnes is ready for your Happy Gift-Giving!
We've made every effort to make your Christmas
shopping a pleasant experience.

Is At Our Store

every name on your list.
Shop early and leisurely.

For The Home

Gloves
Sport Jackets
Sox
Ties
Shirts
Sweaters
Mackinaws
Overalls
Slacks
Pants
Underwear
Pajamas

Nylons
Dress Shoes
Gowns
Pajamas
Panties
Aprons
House Dresses
House Coats
Jersey Gowns
Outing Pajamas
Sport Sox
Umbrellas
Quadriga Prints
Moosehead Suiting
Sport Oxfords

Where Your

,

assembled a grand selection of remembrances for most

COME IN E A R L Y A N D GET THE PICK

For Him

W e do not promise to

have every gift you are looking for, but w e have

W i t h Christmas gifts for all.

Oxfords

L««4

interested, enthusiastic and e a g e r to help you

m~r

MARIE BARKER N E G L I G E E S

Wash Rags

Bates Bedspreads
Purrey Blankets
Percale Colored Sheets
Lunch Cloths
St. Albans Ail-Wool Blankets
Curtain Materials
Guest Towels
Fancy Kitchen Toweling

Have £/\ore Cents

Attend The Philharmonic Concert

-

. Accessory Gifts .

Table Clothes
Dresser Scarfs

" M A K E IT A MERRY BARNES CHRISTMAS!"

.'ToiletjTreasures .

Towels

Bridge Sets

O u r selling personnel is

Blouses

Hankies

Gloves

Handbags

Scarfs

Jewelry

Hosiery

Zk

'

Compacts

|. Lingerie Lovelies .
ROBES

-

GOWNS

-

SLIPS

-

PANTIES

. House Slippers .
Mules, Dorsays, Wedges

• G i f t

S p O l t S W e d r

»

Jackets - Sweaters - Skirts - Slacks

A",Beautiful]Selection ofjReady-To-Wear "* - J }
(All Priced To Make Your Christmas Budget Happy!)

ALREADY A TRADITION . . . to remember them the way
you would like to be remembered, with a gift from Barnes

1

[riday, December 11, 1947
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ews From The Past

4-H Calves Profitable

INew* representing Uvea, hopes, dreams and ambltlnn. n *
I made up the p o p u l a r of Princeton and Caldw^l crn^tv . l m ^
'ears ago recorded nowhere but In the y X w e d f f l ^ o f
^ k Leader erf those y a r s wUl be p u b l i s h e d ^ . rlS'uk t S d t i
gura. The articles are reproduced Just as the
.
Krs, shortly after the turn of the c e C y , " w r o t e ? W ^
""
^ n c e t o n , K y . J a n . 1, 1026 visit to the R. D. Garrett home
, Katharine Children, of on North Jefferson street.
i h e l College, Hopkinsville,
Lt the holidays at home with
Princeton, Ky. Jan. 1, 1026.

Seventeen Garrard county 4-H
club boys and girls received $28,192.47 for 44 calves exhibited and
sold at the State ^at Cattle Show
and Sale. This included $8,910
paid for Tony
Cocanougher's
grand champion and $425 in cash
prizes. Not counting the grand
champion, 43 calves returned an
average profit of $110.15.

kdress. Miss Katharine
Buate this year.

and Mrs. C. A. Pepper, on Franklin street.

{parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W.

J-. Godfrey Childress, who is
will studying medicine in Cincinnati,
is spending the holidays with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs W W
jrinceten, K y . Jan. 1, 1026. Childress.
Emery Dobbins and little son,
Vry, Jr., of Chicago, are guests
Princeton, Ky. Jan. 1, 1926.
jhe city, having attended the On the evening of December 23,
Instm-Gaddie wedding, which Miss Ruth Litchfield entertained
birred Thursday.
Princeton, Ky. Jan. 1, 1926.
lisses Mary Wilson Eldred and
Jred and Martha Stegar were
jsant guests of friends at Frelia, during the holidays.
piinceton, Ky. Jan. 1, 1926.
[. and Mrs. J. E. Osborne and
lighter, Jean Curtis, of RolWyoming, are here on a

at bridge in the parlors of the
Hotel Henrietta a number of
friends. Miss Rose Emma Koltlnsky was awarded the first prize.
A delicious two-course lunch was
delightfully served.
1

Princeton, Ky. Jan. 1, 1926
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Ehrenwald.
of New York, were honor guests
at a six o'clock dinner at the at
tractive new home of Attorney

KENTUCKY

Appetite For Rabbits
Balks Berlin Science
Berlin
German medical research has been drastically
hampered by the lack of experimental animals such as guinea
pigs, rabbits and monkeys.
Recently,' the Central Health
Administration in the Russian
zone appealed to Germans to donate rabbits to experimental laboratories, but Germans in these
tough times apparently prefer to

•

eat them.
Only one man came to the
Robert Koch Institute, one of
Germany's best, and offered a
grown rabbit and five young
ones for 17S marks, a blackmarket price.
The Robert Koch Institute Is
one of the few laboratories In
Gcrnvny which has facilities for
producing serum against r"bies.
However, the shortage of rabbits needed to make the serum
is so great that it can deliver

Profit In Eggs

TASK FORCE BOSS—Lt. Gen.
John E. Hull
(above)
will
command a joint task force
of the armed services which
will conduct atomic energy
experiments at a new base
being established on Eniwetok
in the Marshall Islands, It was
disclosed. (AP Wirephoto)

Yessir! Ol' Santa came early to bring you
a whole bag full of hit shows to add to your
enjoyment of this holiday season! . . . Just
look at. the grand shows that are in store for
you! . . . Don't miss a single one of these
Happy Holiday Hits! . . . Bring the entire
family! . . .
„

By R. A. Mabry

*
For a real cheerful Christmas this j
year, have your holiday
clothes Sanitone Dry Cleaned, j
You'll look good—
feel good in clothes you know'
are cleaner, fresher, better:
pressed.

Bring them 3

now, and be ahead of the rush.

A plan for organizing community Extension clubs was adopted
this week at a meeting of representatives from each community
in the county.
Since this plan has been adopted each community will hold an
Extension program p l a n n i n g
meeting before the middle of
January. At these community
meetings a group of farmers and
their wives will work with the
county agent to outline community problems in agriculture and
ways that these problems might
be improved.
Community officers will also
be elected at' these planning
meetings with the chairman of
each community
becoming a
member of the County Extension
Agricultural Committee.
This
committee will be responsible for
helping to work out and approve
a county Extension program.
Meetings will be held in each
community at the end of each
year to Check on accomplishments made during the year.
Reports from the 1945 census
show that there is still much to
be done toward improvement of
the county's agriculture. Here are
some figures from the 1945 census that farmers and others of
the county might think about.
Total number of farms in Caldwell County—1450, with 58 having running water in the homes,
141 with electricity (the number
with electricity is possibly being
more than doubled this year) and
348 having telephones. The total
corn acreage is about 30,000 acres
with an average yield of 24.8
bushels. Twelve hundred fifty
farmers milked 5,177 cows with
an average production of about
3200 pounds of milk a cow. Twenty eight hundred acres of alfalfa
were grown with an average,
yield of
tons an acre. Twenty
nine hundred acre3 of clover and
timothy were grown for hay
with an average yield of one ton

Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

Santa
Claus
has been
Here!

County Agent's
Column

4

Allis-Chalmers

the serum only if it is compensated with a rabbit.

Princeton, Ky. Jan.
1926.
Col. and Mrs. W. C. Waggener
were notified Tuesday morning
of the arrival of a dainty little
lady who made her advent that
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Neel Sisk, at Fulton, Ky. Mrs.
Sisk, as Marion Waggener, is loved and admired by this whole
community.
Princeton, Ky. Jan. 1, 1926.
Mr. C. H. Duke was called to
Sunnyside, Miss., on account of
the death of his brother's wife,
Mrs. William Duke, Thursday,
Dec. 24.
*

Wm. M. YOUNG

Ben Brockett of Warren county, who has a demonstration flock
of 183 New Hampshire hens,
made « profit of $101.40 on eggs
in one month, a hatchery buying
most of tha eggs. The hens averaged i8 Mi eggs for the month,
notes John Gray, senior assistant
county agent, the eggs selling
for $172.35.

TONIGHT and FRIDAY

SATURDAY, DEC. 13

A LOVE STORY SO BEAUTIFUL
IT WAS SET TO MUSIC!
Song of passion! . . . Song
of heart-break! . . . Song of
triumph! . . . Song of Joy and
and happiness! . . . A picture
you won't soon forget!
' The picture that inf spired the sing hit
AS YEARS GO BY'

Katharine HEPBURN
Paul HENREID
Robert WALKER

ALSO! MERR1E MELODY COMIC and "SON OF ZORRO"

SUN. & MON., DEC. 14-15

TUES. & WED., DEC. 16-17

IN T E C H N I C O L O R

TECHNICOLOR

He dreamed himself into the arms
of the world's most beautiful girls!

Music and Romantic
A d v e n t u r e in
OLD M r " T C O !
(Actually filmed
in Old Mcxico)

an acre.

Fredonia 4-Hers Hear
About State Champs
Success stories of Kentucky
4-H champions was the topic at
the Fredonia 4-H Club meeting
Thursday, Dec. 4. Taking part in
the program were: William Baker, Randle Dearing, Charles Vinson, Barbara
Williams, Dolly
Kennedy, Mary Riley, Floyd Metcalf, Kenneth Brite and Billy
Travic. The next meeting will
be January 8.

•

itaVump

VIRGINIA MAYO
trifft

I0RIS KARtOFF • FAY IAINTH
ANN RUTHERFORD • THURSTON HAU

«

\ v-

The G o l d w y n

Russia Expands
Famed Health Resort

PLAN N O W FOR A

Merrier Christmas Next Year. . .
Meet Christmas on even terms — and without a headache over Christmas bills

JOIN OUR CHRISTMAS CLUB
• Accumulate as much as you want to provide for holiday expenses, tax
and interest payments, insurance premiums and other year-end expenses.
CLUB N O W OPEN FOR MEMBERSHIP

Come in and
Join Today

Moscow —(/F)— The Ministry
for Construction of Heavy Industry Enterprises is expanding the
facilities of the famed Caucasian
health resort, Kislovodsk.
The project calls for construction of a hospital-rest home looking out on Mt. Elbrus, the highest
peak in Europe; building an open
air theater, and tapping seven
famous springs eighteen kilometers away from the sanatorium
for their health-helping waters.
Just before the war the resort
was accommodating upwards of
224,700 persons a season.
The human eye-can distinguish
about 100 million different colors.

V"" *
ntoouuDir
Samuel Goldwyn
TV* MM WW
C m TM
I S I tfJT TIAK

Added Joy!
Walt Disney's
DONALD DUCK
— in —
"Crazy with the Heat"
NEWSREEL

of out urn*

THURS. & FRI., DEC. 18-19

ALAN LADD
'""

iuw

Graduate
Auctioneer

BUCK MORSE
Princeton, Ky.
Route 1, Phone
Farmersville 2821

r u

TWO YEARS

BEFORE
THE MAST

I I . . ' .

AUCTION
SERVICE

'V*1 " " W W * *

"-

'sk*

SEE

TW done* wnotion,
•THE F t A M I N G
FIAMENCO*

HEAR

<I*M»««WI«mi»V
•FANTASIA
MEXICANA*

C O M I N G ! DEC. 21-22
"Sure They Coll Me 'Riff-RoffT

MffRAFf

. .... ...I-

Esther FERNANDEZ

Coming for Xmas!

Coming for Xmas!

BACHELOR

BACHELOR

and the

and the

BOBBY-SOXER

BOBBY-SOXER

THE P R I N C E T O N LEADER, PRINCETON,

Sugar Bowl Lane, Gilmer
Hurling Duel Set
(AP

hi

»

NKWSRCATURTA)

By Harold V. Ratliff
Austin, Tex. — The University
ot Texas football team that plays
Alabama in the Sugar Bowl Jan.
1 has everything it takes.
Many think it was the best
team in the Southwest Conference thte past season although
it lost to Southern Methodist
That defeat was a one-point affair and a lot of things happened in the game that could have
altered the result.
But whether or not Texas
should have been the Conference
champion and be playing in the
Cotton Bowl rather than the Sugar Bowl is water under the
bridge; in fact, backers of the
Longhorns and wondering if it
wasn't a good break. A passing
duel between Bobby Layne of
Texas and Harry Gilmer of Alabama's Crimson Tide is something the folks have been dreaming about for several years. And
then, there's a pot of gold in the
Sugar Bowl.
This Layne fellow is something
on a football field. He's one of
the truly great passers of southwestern football history. He even
compares quite favorably with
the guy from whom they made
the mold and threw it away—
Sammy Baugh.
First thing, however, is to consider the type of team Texas will
put on the field against Alabama. Frankly, it is a better team
than anybody expected, including

Texas partisan!. The Longhorns
were rated third in the Conference in most preseafton books. It
Was felt that If Texas lost no
more than three gam?* it would
be doing pretty well.
It isn't the best team in Texas
history but It Ipn't too far away.
It has great running, passing and
kicking; it has a reasonably sound
defense. It is smart. Some teams
have been more colorful at Texas
than this one. The boys are a little too methodical. But they get
the job done.
Texas in 10 games rolled up
3,243 yards rushing and passing.
Any eleven that can get more
than 300 yards per game is going
to do some scoring. Texas did; it
made 265 points.
Heart of the team is the great
Layne, a brilliant field general, a
great ball-handler,
a mighty
passer, a good runner and, if need
be, a fine punter. He plays only
on offense. It isn't that he isn't a
good defensive man; Coach Blair
Cherry just doesn't take any
more chances of Bobby being injured than are necessary.
Layne has a total offensive
mark of 1,061 yards. He got 965
yards of this throwing the ball,
completing 63 passes out of 115
attempts and connecting for nine
touchdown^ He does little running but when he does he can
pick up the needed yards to keep
a drive alive.
His backfield .mates are scatbacks Byron Gillory and Billy

.

C a r d O f Thanks

Pyle, line-rammer Tom Landry
and hard-running, pass-catching
Jim Canady. And there's Frank
Guess, a great kicker and extrapoint man who also can run with
the ball.
The starting ends are Max
Bumgardner, one of the best
wingmen the Southwest Conference ever has had, and Dale
Schwartzkopf. AU-American Dick
Harris and Ed Kelly man the
tackles with Joe Magliolo and
Joe Mitchell at guards and either Joel Williams or Dick Rowan
at center.
Fundamentally, the team is a
ground outfit. Running from the
T formation it has rolled up 2,107
yards. In passing it has made
1,136.
Alabama is going to meet a
fine football team at New Orleans
on New Year's Day. The Southwest Conference people are going to have their money on theLonghorns to remain undefeated
in bowl play. Texas has two victories and one tie in three appearances in the* post-season
games thus far.

Toys
Tricycles
Wagons
Scooters
Skates
Sleds
Fireworks
X-Mas Tree Lights
Children's Books

Infra-Red Ray Lamps and other appliances
Presto and Mirromatic Pressure Cookers
Buy your tickets for the Louisville Philharmonic Concert now!
«

Eldred Hardware Co.
"For Fine Christmas Gifts"

* •

•

lo Be Happy Tho
(AP NIWSFCATUREI)

Salem, 111. — A southern Illinois couple married 72 years
has been flooded with inquiries
on how to stay wedded happily
that long.
Noting a news story on the
unusual anniversary of J. W.
(Bill) Arnold, nearing 90, and his
wife, Sarah, 86, a Boston lawyer wrote:
"I would appreciate your writing to me such suggestions that
you may have for young people
who desire to make their marriage permanent and successful."
Too abashed
first to assume roles of marriage counsellors, they finally answered.
Arnold, the more talkative of the
two, said:
"There would be fewer divorces among young people if
they would stay out of taverns
and not stay up late drinking
and carousing; if wives stopped
looking at other men, and husbands wouldn't look at other
Women.
"And if wives would go to
bed early, then get up and get
a good breakfast for their husIn 52 rural communities in
bands to work on instead of
Carter county, 985 boys and girls
staying in bed.
"My wife always has meals are 4-H club members, having
ready when I come home. She regular monthly meetings.

Sears Order Office
W . Ct. Sq.
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Phone 790

Standards Set

By Specifications for Building Your ALL-

A M E R I C A N HOME!
Priced right, quality right,
the building supplies specified for All American
Homes can be bought from
us. We deliver anywhere,
promptly. Do your buying
in person or by telephone.
We're dependable.

FIR D O O R S

MILLWORK

I

f

Sound windows and doors
are important in a house.
Make t h e m waterproot
Buy right!

2 ft. 6 in. by 6 ft. 6 in.3 light.

L

|2 ft. 8 in. by 6 ft. 8 in.3 light.

.

all idea

yourself-

on any otli

ROEBUCK AND CO

Married

stays home and tend3 to her
knitting. We share in handling
the money. Young couples should
be careful in their spending
wave; they shouldn't spend beyond their incomes. Debt always
causes arugments.
"If we get to quarreling, I
just walk away. It takes two to
make an argument."
Mrs. Arnold chimed in:
"Everything he says is all
right. I agree."
She added:
"Young couples should do everything possible to keep their
love light glowing. Real love has
nothing to do with age. I think
we are as much in love as we
have always been." (They elop;
ed to St. Louis when he was 18
and she was 14.)
Arnold said:
"We always had the same
tastes and liked the same things.
We share it the house work,
washing dish|es and such.
"My motto on getting along is
—Always pay your debts and, tell
the truth at all times, even to
your wife."

option dfl

up

No. 1 HOLTGLASS

2 ft. 8 in, by 6 ft. 8 in.
6 light.
2 ft. 10 in. by 6 ft. 8 in.3 light.

185.00

3x7 — one light.

176.00
180.00

- 10" HAMMER MILL

145.00

CHRISTMAS IS A FAMILY,
AFFAIR . . . HOME THE SETTINC

78.001

- GRADER BLADE

151.00

- 6^00T

243.50

MOWER

PORTABLE S E W I N G MACHINE

SEARS

MOTHER S E N T E N C E D — M r s . Dorothy Gingery Smith,
19, (center) is escorted from court in Pittsburgh by Deputy Sheriffs after she was sentenced to indeterminate
term in the state industrial home on charge of strangling
her three-month old baby. Mrs. Smith explained that the
infant's crying had displeased her landlady, who brought
threat of eviction. She testified she was ordered to " g e t
rid" of the baby by husband, who she said is not the
father of the child. (AP Wirepboto)

By]
Waihingta

WALLBOARDS

- 6 - F O O T T A N D E M DISC

- CORD W O O D SAW

WASHER

And we could go on and on. Shop here today and choose
from our superb assortment of finest-make, famous-name electrical gifts.

1192.30

*.

ELECTRIC

2 ft. 8 in. by 6 ft. 8 in.1 light.

- FORD TRACTOR

CULT

VACUUM CLEANER
•

Washinl

factory

MIXING M A C H I N E
•

1hl)ltday,

want»

TOASTER
•

|

tion is (l"p 4
ot the " C l j

PERCOLATOR
•

Buy

- ROW

A N ELECTRIC W A F F L E IRON
•

What $2500°° Will Do

:

. ' S t w m w w r e s ® , ,

G i v e her Electrical Appliances she's been wanting for so long.
W e suggest:

Look —

- 12" P L O W S

r::-

19<7

Make It Easy for
Mom This Christmas

It is our utmost desire to tender our sincere appreciation to
all tho»e who were so klrid and
considerate during the recent
illness and death of our beloved
father, John W. Hogan.
We especially thank the Rev.
Tom W. Collins for h » knid
words and expressions of sympathy, the Morgan Funeral Home,
Dr. Frank P. Gianninl and the
neighbors.
Also we thank everyone for
the beautiful flowers.
The Children
ltp

Christmas Gifts for
All the Family .
Gift-ware
Silver
China
Glass-ware
Cutlery
Electric Irons
Toasters
Waffle Irons
Metal Ironing Tables

Thurtdoy, D . c m b . M i

KENTUCKY

PRICED RIGHT

WINDOWS
The most economically, effective walls are achieved
with these new wallboards:

BOARD
HURRY!
LIMITED SUPPLY

%,-inch — FIR
Vi-inch — FIR

for the home with the constant, enduring

% inch — FIR

pleasure which they bring.

%-inch — FIR

already tested as to everlasting beauty and
utility, the sparkle of fine crystal,
the lustre of prefeot c h i n a . . . more sparkling,
more lustrous with constant loving use.

MOULDING
DOOR STOP
PARTIN STOP
BLIND STOP
SCOTIA MOULDING
QUARTER ROUND
BASE SHOE
CROWN MOULDING
WATER TABLE
WINDOW STOOL
GLASS BEAD
LATTICE
SCREEN BEAD
OAK THRESHOLDS
PICTURE MOULDING

Steger Lumber Co.

•

!

Phone 517-J
i

-

When you think of Christmas giving .think
of what you can give for the home . . . things
of beauty, things of permanence, with the
everyday thought of the giver.

HOPKINSVILLE. KY.

/

BEAVER TILE

because we sell gifts of permanence . . . gifts

Antique silver,

t

10x14 — 8 light
12x14 — 8 light

PLYWOOD
Wo think of Christmas twelve months a year,

8x10 — 8 light

•

•

•

'or

liursday, December 11, 1947
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Washington Letter
By Jane Eads
Washington — Free lancing in
option doesn't pay, so give
all idea of finding a child by

iS

^ e I t n t o e r a i t i of JRcntucto

urself.

*o lone

choose
•lectri-

ce

rhe U. S. Children's Bureau,
fa sprightly new pamplet, talks
I a Dutch uncle to couples
L want to ad«pt a child.
Jit' is estimated there are some
loflO adoptions each year. Adop|n is one of the major concerns
the "Children's" Bureau. It
Lnts to help make them satisbtory for all concerned. The
kiplet, "When You Adopt a
jild," is intended to help in this.
Jopies may be obtained from
S. Children's Bureau, Wash|ton 25, D. C.) ,
Friends or relatives
or your
Irtor or lawyer—may be glad to
I you a child for adoption and
j questions asked.
(•Firmly turn them d6wn," 6ays
r Children's Bureau, advising
Iples to go instead to a good,
rnsed adoption or chlld-placagency.
fYou don't want just any child.
• want one who will fit into
lir family. Turn thumbs down
any offer that is not made
| a first-rate agency."
to find the best agency write
lour state's department of pub| welfare or, if there is a counof social igencies near you,
there. Before any agency is
^nsed to handle adoptions, its
rk must meet certain standards
up to protect your interests
safeguard the welfare of
child.
such an agency helps you,
the Bureau, "you will be

®ljt« ta to rrrtlfy tljct

Disc O c k c n y a y ,

daughter of Miiajjzd.

""jOckerj^a^-^,

WOJ

born on A p r i l

7,1946

was enrolled as a student at tti
(Cf)«t she Is entitled

>ll&e
Officials of
> the
*
that she receive*

the University of

EstsT*

&the uni*

housin«project tor

^

tunmet.

m.

t « t h s n t u c k y to children born whUe one or
K certificates are printed In pastel shades-pink for
! Janet ^
blue for boys-and are bemg ^ C Presc rtmcat
to
V3Wn ldent H»nd
age WMth^AtrWM ^ , „ ^
f
"
" U Donovan 8everal hundred "Junior C1Uaiwvf,
wasbytne
nrst
childway
bornthat:
In Coopers
town,campu» iens of the Campus."
surer
than
any
other
move unless you and your part-

"You get a normal child — in ner are of the same mind and
body and mind.
heart in the matter."
"The child will suit your type
You are asked to remember
of family.
the baby you want to adopt
"What you tell and what the won't stay a baby very long and
workers learn for you .will be his coming to your home will
just between yourselves."
mean one of the biggest chang"Cross question yourself," ad- es your life ever had.
vises the Bureau. Give the
question "Why do you want to
Oldham county homemakers readopt a child?" your most honest seated 124 chairs and footstools
thinking. Think of what you will the past month with cane, hong
have to give up and how much kong grass and rush.
it will cost you in time, money
Lack of vitamin A is believed
and effort and "don't make a to cause night blindness.

Assorted Flowers and Christmas Greens

*

$3.00 - $4.00 - $5.00

)WS

*

OTHER BLOSSOMS: Roses, Carnations, Chrysanthemums.

CORSAGES — Orchids, Gardenias, Roses, Carnations and others
Send a Holly Corsage early—it can be enjoyed all week—$1.00
OTHER YUIETIDE ITEMS

)ING

Greens, Holly, Spruce and Christmas Trees
WINDOW GARDENS — Candles, Door Wreathes and Knockers.
MEMORIAL WREATHES —
If

in splendid assortment.

Order Early

None 5\i4

At The Churches

FILM TO BE SHOWN
The Sunday Night service of
the Central Presbyterian Church
December 14, will be devoted to
showing a film on National Mis
sion6 entitled, "Cowboys' Hitchin'
f*>st". This film, which has been
very well received by all who
have seen it, deals with the work
being done by National Missions
workers in the West. This service
is open to all who desire to. see
it.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Pastor
The Christmas season opens at
First Christian Sunday with beautiful Christmas hymns, appropriate Scripture, and a preChristmas message by the pastor. At the evening service a
film entitled "While Shepherds
Watch", will be shown. The community is invited to all services
of the church.
The "Ritual of Friendship" was
observed for the first time at
services last Sunday with near
100 percent participation. This
new feature promises to be beneficial to the pastor and inspirational to those who attend.
The White Gift Service will be
held in the church Tuesday, Dec.
23, at 7 o'clock. Members of the
church are urged to attend and
bring contributions to be used to
purchase powdered milk for the
needy in foreign countries. The
entire church is uniting in this
project as its Christmas gift to
others.

Colorful Plaids with button or zipper front

$1.00

$4.39 up

NAVY PEA COAT

BOYS' SWEATERS

$9.50

Slipover or Coat Styles — Ail Wool.

103-J

FLORIST

103-W

Buy your tickets today for the Louisville Philharmonic Orchestra at Butler High School auditorium. Saturday night, Dec. 13.

$2.98

MEN'S ALL WOOL COAT SWEATERS

LADIES' FLANNELETTE PAJAMAS

In Blue, Brown, Oxford Grey
Button front — double elbow.

$1.98

$3.98

ALL W O O L BLANKETS

MEN'S DRESS TROUSERS

Amuno Treated for Moth Proofing — 72x90

Plaids — Stripes — Plain Colors.

Were $12.95 —

$7.98

Now $7.88

Montgomery Ward & Co.
Hopkinsville, Ky.'
evening at 7 o'clock. The picture Careful Grading Of
used a technique new to religBurley Leaf Advised
ious films to develop the thesis
The wide spread in the price
that service to the world is vital
to the life of local churches. The of high and low grades of Burley
tobacco, as reflected in loan rates,
public is invited.
should encoruage careful sorting and tying this season, says a
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
marketing report of the UniverDavid W. Schulherr, Minister
9:45 Sunday School.
ty of Kentucky College of Ag10:45 Morning Woiphip, Ser- riculture and Home Economics.
mon—"Preparation Of The World The loan rate on tan leaf of
For Christ".
medium quality, for example, is
5:30 Westminster Fellowship. 17 cents a pound higher than
Film, "A Cowboy's
Hitching medium red leaf. In 1945 the
difference was only 9 cents a
Post".
pound.
BARBEE MEMORIAL
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
J. P. Bright, Pastor
7:00 p.m.
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., R.
C. Ethridge, Supt.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
Evening Worship, 7 p.m.
Midweek Worship,
Wednesday, 7 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
p.m.
You will find a welcome at all
services.

Basketball Game!
FREDONIA HIGH
Vs.
LACY HIGH (Christian County)

Saturday Night, Dec. 13
AT 7 O'CLOCK
At
FREDONIA HIGH GYM

WESTMINSTER GROUP
Mrs. Charles Curry will give
one of her Bible Character
stories to the Young People of
the Westminster F e l l o w s h i p
Group of the Central Presbyterian Church Sunday night, Dec.
14. The Young People will meet
for supper in the Annex at 5:30.
follow immediately after supper.
The program by Mrs. Curry will FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
All Young People from 12 to 23
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
are cordially invited to attend
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
this supper and program.
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
7:30 Evening Worship.
OGDEN MEMORIAL.
METHODIST
Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor. PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
Church School 9:45 A.M.
Morning Worship 10:45 A.M. William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Youth Fellowship 6 P.M.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 P.M.
Young People's Service 6:00
Mid-week Prayer Service 7
p.m.
P.M.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
A film "We've a Story to
Wednesday
evening
prayer
Tell", will be shown Sunday

Gifts For Her
DOROTHY GRAY SETS
SOUTH AMERICAN SET
Cologne and Body Powder
DEPENDABLE
ALARM CLOCK

Smart

Casting Reels

Heddon Pal
Shakespeare Wonder
Rod
True Temper

Shakespeare
Cox
Langley
Ocean City

Fly Rods

Fly Reels

Shakespeare
Heddon

Shakespeare
Automatic

Fishing Shirt

Tackle Boxes

*

Powder

$2

$6.50

RUBINSTEIN SETS
Heaven Scent Sets

$3.00 to $5.50

Apple Blossom Sets

$2.50 to $5.50

Command Performance

$5.00

YARDLEY SETS
Old Lavender Sets $3.25

Bond Street Sets $3.50

Gifts For Him
Old Spice Men's Sets
Yardley Men's Sets
Lentheric Men's Items
Bergamot Men's Sets
Schick Injector Razor
24K Gold Plated

BOAT CUSHIONS
CANOE PADDLES
BAITS of all KINDS
SHEEP-LINED
.
GUN CASES
T E E - N E E BOAT
TRAILER

$3.00
$3.25
$1.00
$2.00

up
up
up
up

$5.00

Sheaffer's Desk Sets $5.00 to $17.50
Parker's Desk Sets " 5 1 "
$22.50
Box Cigars — All Kinds

Young Hardware Co.
East Sixth Street
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.

Colo ne and Body

Soap, Cologne Body Powder

Casting Rods

Lunch Kit

WHITE LILAC SET

Bath Sets in Blue Grass

VISIT OUR COMPLETE SPORTING G O O D S
DEPARTMENT

With 2-Quart Vacuum
Bottle and a Lunch
Box In a Zipper Carrying Case.

4.55

Christmas Shoppers!
Try Our Fountain
For Delicious Lunches

£2

ELIZABETH ARDEN SETS

A SPORTING GOODS

Is Waterproof

A. H. Jempleton

$7.98 up
BOYS' W O O L JACKETS

.IOLDS

JULDING

LADIES' SEQUIN TRIMMED DRESSES

COLORFUL TIES

Give a Man

POTS OF Poinsettas, Cycleman and Bogonias

$4.98 up

$3.49

Prnldwit ol O. of K.

SSKrAtt

CHENILLE ROBES

BROADCLOTH PAJAMAS

the consideration due a child

SPECIAL GIFT BOX —

TOOL

$9.98 up

Were $22.50

MEN'S FANCY DRESS SHIRTS
A $3.50 Value at $2.89

itucky.

CEtjat when tl

DWS and
lit in a homtj
water]

9LE

Quilted Cotton Lining —

Now $14.98

ind privileges of a Junior

Citizen of the Cami

/ORK

)ING
itOUND

WOMEN'S QUILTED SAtlN ROBES

Belled back.

I varsity of Kentucky:

Your ALl-f

LDING

MEN'S GOATSKIN JACKETS

—while

>ne 790

|ht

Christmas Values at W A R D ' S !

(ttampua (ttl/Ubmt

Phone 120
Ph. 64

Major-Dray Drug Co.

"Hopkinsville's Most Complete Drug Store"

Cor. 9th & Virginia

THE P R I N C E T O N LEADER, PRINCETON,

KENTUCKY

London Site Reclaimed
For Roosevelt Statue

London — ijf) — Groevenor
Square has been reclaimed as
Britain's memorial to Franklin
D. Roosevelt.
Landscape architecture a n d
gardening will be virtually completed by Christmas and the memorial setting then will await
only the 10-foot bronze figure of
the last President.
Controversy over whether the
statue would be a seated or
standing figure has been forgotten. The dedication will take
place as planned, on April 12—
third anniversary of the President's death.
The barrage-balloon base and
center of American Army activities that was- the Grosvehor
Square of war days are no more.
Diseased trees and thick undergrowth have been chopped out
and gardeners and masons have
transformed the square into a
formal garden.
A Portland stone platform and
pedestal for Sir William Reid
Dick's f i g u r e of Roosevelt,
flanked by stone lily ponds, have
been erected. They are protected
with a preservative and tarpau-

Thursday,

lin tent against London's penetrating winter fogs, before final
polishing in the spring.
B. W. L. Gallannaugh, arshltect of the memorial square, Selected the limestone from a quarry adjacent to that from which
Sir Christopher Wren chose the
stone for St. Paul's Cathedral
during the reign of Charles II.
The statue, with the standing
figure facing due south, will be
on the north side of the rectangular "square" which has circular
ends. The square is 500 by 350
feet.
The figure will stand on the
14-foot pedestal in the center of
a 50-foot square platform at each
corner of which stand four stone
motifs 5 feet square and 19
inches high, each bearing gilded
numerals of the election years—
1932, 1936, 1940 and 1944—cut
on their flat tops.
Three steps down on the east
and west sides of the platform
are rectangular areas with circular ends in each of which is
located a lily pond 26 feet long
by 16 feet wide.
Inscribed on inner walls will

36RGAM0T
tr

Here's crisp, brisk refreshment f o r everyday grooming pleasure—a complete line o f m e n ' s shaving and
grooming aids pepped up and personalized witlj
that tangy Bergamot fragrance. A year 'round f».
vorite with men of good taste! A n d the handsome
apothecary jars have many re-uses in bedroora. Lath
and study.

'Luxurious

be Roosevelt's famous four freedoms (Freedom from want, from
fear, of 6peech, of worship).
Sir William's sculpture, which
will be cast next March, depicts
Roosevelt hatless with cape and
leaning on a cane.

Support Given lo
Save-Feed Plan

AND TOUR <
OLD ENGINE

sixes Mttceo
COtKSPONDiNGir IOW
INSTAUArtON txrtA '

• Runs Like New Engine
• Has been completely torn down and
rebuilt to our exacting specifications
• Worn parts replaced with New Genuine Ford Parts
• Immediate Deliver*
New Engine
Guarantee
O n e Day Service

^ ^ ^ ^

S I A A O
•
• "
•

Chambers-Moore Motors
Phone 100

Princeton, Ky.

A JOLLY GOOD
PARTY LINER
shows the w a y to Better
Party Line Service

GIVE
A

ORLOFF

gift sets from

$2.25

Stock Yards, Louisville; Earl
Mayhugh, head of the Farmers
Home Administration; W. J. Foster, Oweneboro; Lindsay Nunn,
Lexington; J. C. Everett, Maysville; John Moser and T. E. Aubrey, Louisville, and Dr. W. P.
Garrigus and Prof. E. S. Good of
the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home
Economics.

The Kentucky State Livestock
Feed Committee has gone on record as giving full support to the
National program to conserve
feed, according to a statement issued after a meeting in Louisville.
Named by President H. L. Donovan of the University of Kentucky, the committee represents
farmers and stockmen, livestock
marketing interests, feed manufacturers and distributors, dairy
and poultry industries, farm organizations and other agencies
connected with agriculture.
Dr. W. P. Garrigus, chairman,
said the feed-saving program
was in line with Kentucky's pasture system of livestock farming,
whereby cattle, sheep and other
stock are raised largely on grass
and hay.
The national program, he said,
had speeded up culling of flocks
and herds, thereby reducing still
further the use of grain. Many
feeders have found they can sell
6tock directly off grass without
sacrificing profits, he added,) and
many dairymen are maintaining
milk production on less grain.
A leaflet issued by the College
of Agriculture and Home Economics in October sets out the
possibilities of raising all kinds
of livestock and poultry on less
grain, by using to the fullest
Kentucky's grasses and its alfalfa, red clover, lespedeza and
other hays.
Members of the committee are
J. E. Stanford, secretary of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation; President E. L. German and
Ray Gustafson of the Bourbon

ii 1848.

Farm Agent John R. WaUington reports that ladino clover
has gained outstanding recognition in Logan county, about 5,000
acres having been sowed.

Hopkinsville's Most Complete Drug Store"
I

C o r . 9th & Virginia

Oomphies are always greeted

with such happy excitement... they're

OTHERS

CHANCE

fashioned to flatter a foot! But wha

A "Time Out" between calls
gives others a chance to use
the line.
,

.

Brown

When another party on th«
line has an emergency, please
release the line quickly.

Funeral Directors

makes O o m p h i e s really fun tr

5 - g i v e and to own is that they'ff

% happy tiO^
SSE out saccnoH TODAY!
RELEASE
THE LINE IN
EMERGENCY

also superlatively

comfortable

These, and dozens of other style'
in Oomphies to choose from,

Furniture Dealers
and

Ambulance

$2.95 to $6.95.

Service

Phone 457 or 666
Princeton,

Ky.

KEEP CALLS
BRIEF

Snlptved EmbroideryOomphies beautiful
raron
satin slide with embroidery
in e rested design- Black,
mkile, peach, blue.

This assures better service for
y o u and your party line
neighbors.

OOtvifHIR OOMHUtS OOMfHltS OOMfHItS OOMfHIttOOMfHtt OOMWlOjOgMTHtt OOMPMltS OOMWJS

After your home's on fire.
MrMr-M/r
fitting
n
satin with a closed back s
Simple and beautiful. Bl
gold, red. ratal, peach.

Where the Golden Rule
Applies.

Ins. Agency
SOUTHERN BEU TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Other Gift Slippers
$ 1 . 9 9 and $2.98

When the lino is busy, please
"Hang Up Gently."

Phone 64
117 W. Main S t
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Shoe Co.
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lirtj from $255

Ijlson W. Wyatt, former Fed
Housing Expeditor, hus been
,ed nutional chairman of the
[ton • Jefferson Anniversary
icrs to be held across the
itry February 19.
:n. J. Hyward
McGarth,
rman of the Democratic Nail Committee, who made, the
juncetnent, also revealed that
George Mesta would serve
national co-chairwoman of
dinners.
yatt will also serve as chairof the Washington dinner, to
tt< nded by President Turman
national leaders of the Demic Party.

I

stomarlljr speeches delivered
is dinner are carried by radI similar meetings held at
fame time in other parts of
country. The dinners raise
I for Democratic Party acFaccepting the appointment,
it commented on the fact
|the dinners will observe the
anniversary of the DemoNational Committee, which
formed to conduct party afbetween conventions by the
jcratlc National Convention
48.

ug Co.
Je Drug Store";

lis means that these dinners
observe a century of prosve liberalism on the part
Be Democratic Party and its
the Democratic National
jruttee," Wyatt said,
kch an anniversary is of

Homemakers' News

County Poor G«t Gifts
residents of the Caldwell County ham said.
Of Fruit For Thanksgiving Poor Farm by the Bev. J. T.
Citrus fruits have been cultiPresents of fruit, donated by Cunningham. Recipients expresSchedule
their appreciation
a n d vated in the Orient for at least
Princeton merchants, were dis- sed
Dec. 11, 1 p.m., Cedar Bluff, tributed Thanksgiving Day to thanks for gifts, Mr. Cunning- 2,000 years.
Mrs. W. C. Fike, hostess.
Dec. 12, 10:30 a.m., Bethany,
Mrs. Lewis Jenkins, hostess.
' Dee. 12, 7 p.m., Lebanon, Mrs.
Roger Pickering, hostess.
Dec. 16, 10 a.m., Otter Pond,
Mrs. Ferd Wadlington, hostess.
Dec. 18, 1:30 p.m., Cobb. Mrs.
Dallas Rogers, hostess.
Dec. 17, 10 a.m., Crlder, Mrs.
Hugh Yates, hostess.
Dec. 17, 1:30 p.m., Eddyville
Santa says, " W i n her heart and
Rd., Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, hostess.
hold
her heart—send flowers at ChristDec. 18, 10 a.m., Friendship,
Mrs. Shell Hunsaker, hostess.
mas Time! Hardy year 'round plants
Dec. 18, 11 a.m., Eddy Creek,
and exquisite fresh cut flowers grown
Mrs. S. J. Satterfield, hostess.
in our own nurseries offer a wide and
Dec. 18, 6 p.m., Hopkinsville
Road, Mrs. P. L. Funk, hostess.
beautiful selection.

Kentucky and ether Southeastern states are financially able
to bring their educational standards up to the national average
without additional taxation on
teal estate, James W. Martin,
University of Kentucky business
research bureau head, told a
group of Southern educators In
Louisville last week. Funds for
the school should be raised by
Increased collection efficiency and
a raise in property assessments,
he advised.

QUbUtmcvi
tylcuueAA .

Russell Jenkins, Bullitt county
dairyman, keeps down feed bills
for his 20-cow herd by growing
25 acres of alfalfa and all-year
pastures of balbo rye, ladino clover, bluegrass, lespedeza, sudan
grass and alfalfa.

Advisory Council

great significiance at this time,
since it comes during a period
when the United States is the
keystone to world economic recovery and a lasting world peace.
"Thus not only our fate here
at home but the fate of freedom
loving nations abroad hinges upon
America' continuing the progressive liberal policies which have
made her private enterprise economy the strongest in the world
and have set up a true democracy
to which men of good will all
over the globe look for inspiration.
"President Truman has charted such a course for the nation.
He has set forth for us a positive program to keep us strong
at home while permitting us to
share oUr strength with friendly
nations abroad.

GRAND CHAMPION WETHER—Alex-McKenzie, shepherd at Oklahoma A. & M. College, shows "Oklahoma
Ernie," the school's entry which was named grand champion Wether at the International Livestock Exposition at
Chicago. (AP Photo)

Italian Emigration
Rome —(IP) —Italian emigrants
in the first six months of 1947
totaled 98,053, the Central Statistical Institute has announced. Of
these, 14,J16 shipped out from
Lombardy, twice as many as
from any other region.

lor. 9th & Vn

You Will Find Gifts For Every Member
Of The Family Here

BOOK CASE

TIER TABLES

HIGH CHAIRS

2 Tiers Only — Solid

Maple, Birch or Enamel—

Large, 36x48 — Glass

Removable

Fronts —

Walnut

Trays —

Ad-

justable Foot Rests

$21.95

Mahogany

$39.50

$11.50

Tells How To Save
Dying Evergreens

Evergreens that have developed dead tips on branches or are
losing needles or leaves still may
be saved, 6ays Prof. N. R. Elliott
of the University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics. This is how:
"First, loosen the soil around
each plant in a circle that will
be about three feet in diameter.
Dig the soil to a depth of about
four to six inches, and work it
until it is in good condition. Then,
if well-rotted manure is available apply about two inches to
the entire cultivated area. Be
sure that the manure does not
come in contact with the stem
of the plant. Leave the manure
on the soil this winter, and next
spring work it into the soil. If
manure is not available, apply
tobacco stalks.
"If you do not have access to
either of these, just leave the
soil worked but be sure that you
water the plant liberally right
after the working. During the
winter, water the plants once a
month, selecting a day when the
temperature is above freexing.
"If you are unable to secure
the well-rotted manure or tobacco stalks when the 6oil has
been worked in December, apply
three to five pounds of a good
grade, complete fertilizer to each
plant in March. During next summer all you will need to do is
rake the cultivated area once in
a while with a steel garden rake
to kill the weeds and keep the
Soil loose."

The Advisory Council of the
Caldwell County Homerhakers'
Association met in the courthouse
December 2, at 1:30 P. M.
Mrs. Ray Martin was elected
delegate to the Farm and Home
Week to be held in Lexington,
January 27-30, with Mrs. Hugh
Yates as - alternate.
Mrs. Virgil Coleman was appointed chairman of the publicity
group planning radio programs
which will be broadcast every
third Tuesday at 9:15 a.m. from
station WHOP.
Present were Mre. Ray Martin,
Mrs. Hugh Yates, Mrs. Charles
Hubbard, Mrs. Percy Piercy,
Mrs. John R. McDowell, Mrs.
Earl Adams, Mrs. Guy Shoulders, Miss. Robbie Sims, Mrs.
Virgil Coleman, Mrs. Orville
Bates, Mrs. Charles Lester, Mrs.
W. N. Beck, Mrs. J. D. Asher,
Mrs. P. L» Funk, Mrs. Cook
Oliver, and Miss Leone Gillett,
assistant State leader of home
demonstration agents.

now

avoid dis

appointment

A . M . IIAH V I I I .
W

Phone 626-J—W

Eddyville Road

Training School For
Homemakers' Leaders

r

g

*ioo
LADY ELGIN

Miss Vivian Curnutt, home furnishing specialist, University of
Kentucky, presented the lesson
"Hooking the Rug" to home furnishing leaders of homemakers
clubs at the Masonic Building,
December 5.
This lesson included techniques
of hooking, correct way of cutting the material, and attaching
burlap to the frame.
This lesson will be presented
by leaders at the regular December meeting.
Present were: Mrs. Champ
Oates, Mrs. Clarence Nichols,
Mrs. Andrew Ladd, Mrs. Orville
Bates, Mrs. Hugh Yates, Mrs.
William Coleman, Mrs. Charles
Lester, Mre. Wylie Brown, Mrs.
L. C. Lisman, Mrs. K. P. Hobgood, Mrs. Shell Hunsaker, Mrs.
J. D. Asher, Miss Fanny Calbert,
Mrs. Don Boitnott, Mrs. J. E.
Franklin, Mrs. R. U. Hopper,
Mrs. T. A. Ladd, Mrs. Ray Martin, Mrs. Collin Ladd, Mrs. Guy
Shoulders, Mre. Roy Traylor.
Miss Alta Towery, Mrs. Joel
Boitnott and Mrs. A. R. Horning.

19 JoweU

Natural g o l d

LADY ELGIN
1? J«w»l»
Cold flllod
case

n

LORD ELGIN
21

Jewels

Extra thin cat*

A

»55

ELGIN DELUXE
J 7 Jewels
Gold filled cat*

Using Ky. 103 hybrid seed, MilThere are more than three milford Napier of Harlan county
produced 174 bushels of corn to lion miles of highways in the
United States.
the acre.

rc always

Holiday
Merchandise

pretty, «> ^ew^i
a foot! But wi«

Ihies really fa®*

HASSOCKS

DwnisthattW*

Folding Raised Wood Floor CHAIR a n d

From

—

$2.95

Large Casters — 38x38

Tilt_back

^^

or

OTTOMAN
Base Rockers

— Choice of Covers

jvely comfort*^ j

$39.50

12.95 u> * * !

Duncan

Tricycles

\A/r»r»rl
TT U U U

Scooters

pU
n ItVpIr 3s
1HI C

Roller Skates

Frames

—

COCKTAIL TABLE

BABY CRIBS

Mahogany

Choice of

Covers

One Dropside,

, Clear Glass Top

Maple

$12.50

$24.50

$125.00

Removable

r

$5250
ELGIN DELUXE

Grate Frames

Electric Razors

High curved crystal

Grate Baskets

Electric Corn Poppers

17 J e w e l s

Hot Plates
Electric Heaters

Furnace Cement

Electric Mixers

Furnace Scoops

Presto Cookers
Brissell Sweepers

Fire Shovels

»>H<«* Include Federal Tax

15 J*w*lt

Great valu*

EASY
LAY-AWAY
PLAN

s|

WHEN IN HOPKINSVILLE
SHOP

PRINCETON FURNITURE AND UNDERTAKING CO.
41 Years of Dependable

Princeton. Ky.

Service

HARDWARE CO.

Phones 32 — Nite 18

(Incorporated)

Tenth and Virginia Sta.
Listen to Forbes Farm News—Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
Over WHOP at 12:00 Noon

Buy your tickets today for the Louisville Philharmonic Orchestra
— Saturday night, Dec. 18.

Hopkinsville

Denham's
Jewelry Store
Phone 7

Phone 332

$3975
15 J«w«!t
Gold filled
cat*

Electric Irons

Stove Pipe

Morgan's

\7 Jewelt
Gold filled cat*

Pat. f e n d i n g

Pocket Knives

Grate Backs

l o l i d Walnut or Mahogany

ELGIN DELUXE

TR J « W * U

Metal Wagons

Portable Grates

Fire Bricks

PHYFE SOFAS

LOOMFH^

Coal Heaters

Fire Screens

ea lo cbooM

*5o

ELGIN DELUXE

Bicycles

Oil Heaters

Brass Fire Sets

of other ^ j

r

-I

Gold filled c a t *

PLAY PEN

Leatherette and Cloth
Covered —

• '

%

*

I f !
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Fredonia

r?

k

Robert Beck has been ill of influenza it the home of Ma parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Beck.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher and
son, Dennis, visited Mrs. Frank
Duvall and infant son, Larry
Gene, at the Crittenden County
Hospital, Marion, Saturday afternoon.

News

Now Playing Nightly At The

Red Room
THELMA G R A C E M c E W E N
Featuring

The P I A N O and
Playing

He blamed inefficient operas
peasants In Lower Silesia.
An agricultural expert esti- and sloppy tepairs by
mated from 40 to 60 percent of operators.
Wroclaw.
Poland — CP) — the 2,500 tractors supplied by
Cats and owl. are totally c o J
Tractors are taking a severe UNRRA are now our of opera*
Fredonia Yellow Jackets jour- beating at the hands of Polish tion.
blind.
neyed to Charleston Friday night
and divided honors with the
Charleston teams. The Jackets,
ALL TYPES O F
lh the curtain raiser, lost 24-22,
while the final team won, 07-41.
Summaries:
Second teams
Charleston 24
Fredonia 22
T. Minser 1
F
G. Rogers 6
B E G I N N I N G DECEMBER 15
L. Hoskins 4
F
Franklin 0
R. Laffon 9
C
Akridge 12
Our New Expert Body Man,
Thomas 2
G
Norman 2
Edwards 8
G
Wigginton 2
First teams
Charleston 41
Fredonia 57
R. Hoskins v
F
Wright 14
M. Lynn 12
F
Moore 21
Harper 3
is able to take care of your body and fender work of all kinds.
M
Dalton 2
Stamper 6
Faught S
G
G. Menser 8
Bud Rogers 13 G
We have a pretty good line of new and used Auto Parts.
Subs: Ffedonla, Akridge; Charleston, L. Hoskins, 6.
W e buy your wrecked and burned automobiles and salvage cars.

ASKETBALL

Princeton.
Mrs. Essie Rucker has been
very ill at her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Parla, Mr.
and Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield and
Mrs. Edd Phelps were in Evansville Thursday.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Perkins and Mrs. Allie
R. L. Beck, Princeton, spent Bugg Sunday were: Mr. Forest
Thanksgiving holidays with his Bugg, Evansville, Mr. and Mrs.
son, Elbert Beck and Mrs. Beck. J. D. Bugg and children, Joan, J.
W. M. Young made a business D., Jr., and Billy. The occasion
trip to Hopkinsville Monday.
celebrated the birthdays of Mrs.
Cecil Brasher was in Hopkins- Allie Bugg and her son, Forville Tuesday, where he was a est Bugg, Saturday, Dec. 6.
blood donor for Irvin Jones at
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Yates, Crithe Jennie-Stuart Hospital.
der, were dinner guests of Mr.
Miss Imogene Wigginton and and Mrs. Virgil E. Coleman, SunSeth Wigginton were guests of day.
Mrs. Nellie Easley Bunton SunRev. Donald W. Deane, Louisday afternoon.
ville, was dinner guest of Mr.
Missionary Society of the bap- find Mrs. James Landes Sunday.
tist church will meet at the home
Mrs. Nancy Faught and son,
of Mrs. Charles Brockmeyer, Jr.,
James Edward, were shopping in
Thursday, Dec. 11, for t h e
Princeton Monday,
Christmas meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jones,
Mrs. John Coleman, Princeton,
Mrs. Gene Cruce, Crayne, and
spent Monday as guest of Mr.
Mrs. Reed Brown, were in Hopand Mrs. V. E. Coleman.
kinsville Friday.
Miss Robert Lee Beck and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cochran
Carolyn Beck spent the Thanksand
son, John Parr, Marion, were
giving holidays with friends in
Sunday
afternoon guests of Mrs.
Mumfordsville and Glasgow, Ky.
Florence Parr and Miss Dorothy
They returned home Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry Parr.
and sons, Wayne and Donald, Ev- • Miss Gladys Walker, Mrs. M.
ansville, were Sunday guests of R. DeBoe and Miss Mary Ellen
his mother, Mrs. Belle Lowry, Boaz were in Hopkinsville Monday of last week, where Mrs. Deand family.
Boe
consulted an eye specialist.
W. S. DeBoe, Dawson Springs,
Mrs. J. E. Hillyard has returnspent a few days as guest of his
sister, Mrs. D. O. Boaz, and Mr. ed home after a visit with her
brother, Stegar Dollar, and Mrs.
Boaz.
Leaman
Lowry, Evansville, Dollar in Bowling Green.
Irvin Jones, of near Frances, is
spent the weekend with his mothin the Jennie-Stuart Hospital
er, Mrs. Belle Lowry.
Prof, and Mr3. Guy Nichols where he submitted to a major
•
have returned to their home af- operation last week.
ter spending several weeks in • Mrs. Allie Bugg, Mrs. Dave Perkins and children, jlune and Jer-

SOLOVOX

Requests

Private Dining Room For Parties
"PERPETUALLY

NEW"

Indiana Tavern
Highway 41

Crofton, Ky.

JIM SPURLOCK

Singer's Name C l e a r e d

Q U A L I F Y FOR W I N T E R OLYMPICS — The four top
qualifiers on the 1948 U. S. Women's Olympic Ski team
wear numbers 1-9-4-8 as they train at Sun Valley, Idaho,
for winter Olympics to be held starting Jan. 30 at St.
Moritz, Switzerland. Left to right: Gretchen Fraser, Vancouver, Wash.; Andrea Mead, Rutland, V t . ; Paula Kann,
North Conway, N. H., and Brynild Grasmoen, Merced,
Calif. ( A P Wirephbto)
ry, were in Hopkinsville Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Baker attended all day services at the
Cumberland Presbyterian church
at Sugar Grovti Sunday.
Rev. Charles Hendricks, McKenzie, Tenn., filled his regular
appointment at the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church Sunday. He
was the dinner guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Reginald Phelps.
M i s s Jackie Hunsaker, of
Princeton, was the week end
guest of hej grandmother, Mrs.
Florence Parr.
Mr. and Mrs. Polk Young, Owensboro, were Sunday guests of
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
Young.
Forest Bugg, Evansville, spent
the week end with Mrs. Allie
Bugg and Mr. and Mrs. Dave
Perkin6.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Fuller,
Nashville, spent the week-end
with his mother, Mrs. Ambie FuL
ler.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. M. Young
and Mrs. Sam Howerton were in
Evansville Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Bugg and
children, Joan, J. D., Jr., and
Billy, were in Paducah Saturday.
Mrs. T. R. Akridge and Mrs.
Charles Baker were in Marion
Friday afternoon.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss Dora

CHERRY C H O C O L A T E S , Brach's, Red O r c h a r d
W H E E L B A R R O W S , Red handle strong sturdy toy,
MIXED NUTS, wonderful Christmas Mix,
HEARTH B R O O M S ,
Red Handle,
child size,
ENGLISH W A L N U T S

lb.

LA CHOY

Vegamato Juice

4 6 oz. can

LITE FLAKE

^A

GOODWIN PURE

J7(l

HONEY

«>/

lb.

oz. can

4jf
i

JI.OJ

0U((and

up)
4 •>

fJ

PEAS,

19 oz. can Z U f

Zjf

T O M A T O S A U C E 8 oz. can

Of

/

white,

CORN,

20

,

4 .

STOKELY, CREAM STYLE

IL\

19 oz. can

«jr J

3 pkgs. for

HUNT'S

'

APPLE S A U C E

giant,

SPAGHETTI,

,

19

Stokely, Tasty King, green tender

'

RED CROSS

G R E E N BEANS

CADILLAC FANCY

/ A .

Christmas Trees

V j
ir

PRIDE OF OKLAHOMA

5 lb. jar

OC

C O F F E E lb. 3 9 0 , 3 lbs. for i l . I Z

3 pkgs. for Z j f

DAISY C H E E S E

<M

71?

MACARONI

FULL CREAM

1 lb. box, 79<f.
each $ 1 . 2 5
lb. 3 5 £
each 4 1 0

LOVING CUP

10 lb. b a g

oz. can Z If

AA .

DEL MONTE, Early Garden

J

lUf

ASPARAGUS

19 oz. can

4Zf

OLIVES

10 oz. jar

-JA .

SPANISH, PLAIN

Jjf

SAUER KRAUT

2 9 oz. can

lUf

C A K E MIX

14 oz. pkg.

STANBACK HEADACHE

Zjf

<Jft ,

Gingerbread Mix 14 oz. pkg.

Z4f

POWDERS

6 to pkg.

ZUf

ALKA SELTZER

2 5 tablets

APRICOTS

2 9 oz. can

DICED C I T R O N

3 oz. pkg.

CRESCENT FURNITURE

POLISH

TREASURE BAY

j4f

IA

24 oz. bottle Z U f
y\

DROMEDARY

LARGE BOTTLE

DROMEDARY

.
.

SHOCKPROOF

FUSE PLUGS

OYSTERS

can

j Z f

RAISINS

HOMINY

lb.

IZf

APPLE JELLY

FLAKE

each

HUNT'S SEEDLESS
WHITE HOUSE

15 oz. pkg.
12 oz. jar

APPLES, Golden Delicious,
U. S. No. 1, lb
Bushel

CRANBERRIES

HEAD LETTUCE

FRESH & RED

LOIN OR RIB

^A

lb. J 7 ?
i-l.

E N D R O A S T , Pork
lb. 4 / f
S U G A R CURED J O W L
Please

leave your Christmas

L I S T E N TO " B I N O S I N G S "

DAILY

head

SPECIALS

SMALL, LEAN, CENTER CUT

PORK C H O P S

Turkey Orders
WSON

with your

Princeton, Ky.

(Continued from page 1, Sec. 2)
Mr. Williams, who is also president of the First National Bank,
of Somerset, presided, told of a
radio program the KBA will
sponsor, to go on the air over 13
Kentucky stations, dealing in
bank services.
He also discussed the KBA visual aid program to be offered
banks in all Kentucky counties,
and also to schools, purpose of
which is to show, by posters, lessons in economics.
The KBA president stressed
importance of the association's
agricultural program, which is intended to provide information to
bankers of the State which will
aid in dealing with farm credit
to bring about a closer working
relationship between bankers and
farmers, and bankers and agencies serving the agricultural people of Kentucky. Group insurance
and routine bank activities also
were discussed.
H. C. Franklin, vice president
of the Farmers National Bank
& Trust Co., Marion, served as
local chairman and opened the
meeting. Ralph Fontaine, KBA
executive secretary, Louisville,
and J. F. Graham, agricultural
representative,
explained Hi e
KBA program as developed by
committees.
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Copenhagen —(IP)— In Denmark you can't slip on a banana
peel, because the Danes haven't
seen bananas since the beginning of the war. But Miss Else
Plaugh, 37, slipped on a lemon
peel, breaking her leg for the
sixth time in her life.
Young will leave next week for
Charlotte, N. C.,'where they will
spent Christmas with Mr. and
Mrs. Val Guthrie.
•
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R.OWIR MIST S N O W M A N . . . and such a gay snowman,
as he's filled with her favorite f r a g r a n c e . . . It's You
Flower Mist. 4 ox. 7.75

ED

CHRISTMAS CAROL . . . g i v e her a little satin book filled
with worldly wishes. It contains On D i f . . . t h « worldly
fragrance born in Paris. % ox. 6 . 0 0
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MILIE FLEURS S E T . . . a thousand flower, all subtly
blended make this delightful fragrance on* of h*r favorHas. 4 % ox. Mille Pleurs Toilet Water ond a gay sequlned
Sochet Pillow. 1 2 . 5 0
all prices plus taxe*

CHOICE OF MASCULINE SCENTS i

„ Boot. & Saddle
Held & Streap
Stick 1 3al*
eiUna
Clovei Hail
Blended Spice

More M A N

Appeal

lm this amazingly thrifty gift set

Only $200

plus tax

TAWN TOILETRIES FOR MEN
Town Tale . . . keeps shaves alive
hours longer
Town Cologne Deodorant . . .
checks perspiration as It deodorizes
Town Affor Shave . . . soothes
and cools; helps heal razor nicks
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Don't fail to buy your tickets to the
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Butcher

Red Front Stores

Lodorante for underarms,

47?
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Cream

(both In matching fragrance). The set 12.00— plus tax.

TRANSPARENT CHRISTMAS TREE t A l l . . . dangle on* en
Iter tree and watch whan she discovers III s e c r e t . . . 31/16
oz. of It's Vow Perfume in a wonderful sprinkler bottle. 5 . 0 0
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lb. 4 3 0
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L O D O R A N T E D U O — 2 o z . b o t t l e o f L i q u i d L o d o r a n t e for ths
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Everybody reads The Leader!

Style 304

GIANT SIZE

WEEKEND MEAT

Phone 4 5 1 - W & 451-J

I .

100
$4.25
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Bankers Discuss

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
O R A N G E S , Florida, large & sweet,
8 lb. mesh b a g
390
2 0 lb. mesh b a g
990

Voluf"®

P'Pool's Used Auto Parts

40f

28 oz. jar

COMMUN.I

Whenever you need Wrecker Service Call

4A ,

PEACHES
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CALL US BEFORE Y O U SELL

.
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Stokely, fancy whole, unpeeled

BOND'S FANCY

I/

DEL MONTE, halves, heavy syrup
WHITE, X PERT

.

Berlin —(/P)— The German opera singer Gotthelf Plstor has
just been deNazified even though
he is dead. His famliy had to get
him cleared by a xieNazification
tribunal in order to come into
possession of the inheritance because he had joined the Nazi
party in 1939.

Allergy
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FLOUR

RED CROSS

WITH STANDS

ZOf

Peasants Are Hard
On U. S. Tractors ,

M E C H A N I C A L WORK

At The Red Front
LARGE

19J

Hore'i 9 smart wallet for men.
Mode of luxurious coWskin or genMMW Morocco, In black or brown.
Zipper all around. Gutseted pocket
for coins ond keys. Four hinged
transparent envelopes for eight
photos, cords ond credentials.
%6 to $7.50 pies to*.

Howard D. Happy
Co.f Inc.
Hopkinsville

Orchestra

Butler High auditorium Saturday

at

night,

Dec. 13 <— on sale at John E. Young

IT'S BY
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Philharmonic

Attractive Christmas boxes of candy in

Insurance Agency.
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Whitman's, Norris, Pangburn's and Chases.
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WOOD DRUG STORE
Phone 611

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME
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